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Editorial
It seems like only yesterday that I was putting to bed my first Newsletter and
now it is time for the next one. However, when I think about it quite a lot has
happened since last September.
There was the AGM in November, which I missed due to my Cyprus Recce,
and both events are covered in this edition. Mike Blair’s planning for
SlovEx07 has gone on apace and Winter Duck 07 should be in full swing in
Northern Scotland as I sit writing this Editorial under the tropical sun of
Brisbane. Yes, I’m in Australia again, and this time Daphne and I
incorporated a short visit to North Island New Zealand in our itinerary. I will
report on that trip in the Autumn Newsletter as Part 2 of John StewartSmith’s article on his 2006 NZ visit already adorns these pages.
In this Newsletter you will also find the reports on Winter Duck, Sanda and
Cornish Chough 2006 as well as a number of other items of ornithological
interest. I hope you enjoy them.
Colin Wearn, our Ringing Co-ordinator, has written an article about the
personal pleasure and scientific value to be gained from ringing birds. If you
have ever considered this activity please contact him.
On a similar vein there are 2 fliers with this issue. The first is requesting
members who might be willing to take part in bird surveys to contact Mike
Hayes, our Membership Secretary, who will keep a register and pass on
names to bodies making a request for help. The second is the offer of a
day’s training in survey techniques being run by the Defence Estates
Environmental Support Team at Longmore in Hampshire. Again, if you
would like to attend, and I realise it will be very short notice, please contact
Roger Dickey.
Once again I would like to thank Robbie Robinson for his wonderful drawings
that illustrate some of the articles in this issue.
Finally, I have to apologise for my “deliberate” mistake in the last Newsletter.
My photo on the back cover which I called a White-tailed Tropicbird, was of
course a juvenile Red-billed Tropicbird. Thanks to Dave Bodley for putting
me straight.
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COMPETITION RESULTS FOR 2006
Congratulations to the Winners of the 2006 round of competitions as judged by the
Committee at the AGM

Best Written Article

Martin Wightman - Cornish Chough 05

Best Artwork

Ken Baldridge - Moussiere's Redstart

Best Photo

Dave Bodley - Tropic Bird

Best Novice Photo

Bill Francis

- Lapwing

Best Novelty Photo

Bill Francis - Sparrowhawk on Nut feeder

BOOK REVIEW
By Bill Francis
Raptors: A field guide to survey and monitoring
Recently published by The Stationery Office in Edinburgh is a comprehensive guide to
the practical issues when surveying and monitoring raptors. Its authors, who have
distilled the work of some 300 people involved in raptor surveys, include Brian
Etheridge, a long-time RAFOS member who has studied breeding raptors in the
Highlands of Scotland for the last 30 years.
The book is specifically written for those who watch, monitor and survey birds of prey. It
opens with chapters giving a short history of raptor surveillance, surveying, and
monitoring, and having then defined these terms goes on to discuss population
estimates, breeding season parameters, ringing and other marking techniques and the
use of nest boxes for raptors. The book then devotes a chapter to various methods of
identification and of breeding behaviour before a chapter on good practice for fieldwork,
including both legal and practical issues.
These introductory chapters are followed by species accounts relating to 22 separate
species of raptor that provide invaluable practical advice to anyone seriously interested
in raptor monitoring and surveying.
The back cover houses a CD giving raptor calls for Britain and Ireland to further aid in
identifying birds of prey.
Raptors: a field guide to survey and monitoring by Hardey, Quick, Wernham, Riley,
Etheridge and Thompson. Published 2006 by The Stationery Office, Edinburgh. ISBN:
0-11-497321-0. £14.99 (300 pp, softback including CD)
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THE FRANK WALKER AWARD – 2006

The winner of the Frank Walker Award this year is a member of the Society who
has supported its expeditions, and taken an active part in some of the most
arduous of them, for well over a decade. These have included work on the last
UK breeding atlas and regular participation in the WINTER DUCK and CORNISH
CHOUGH series of surveys.
His major contribution to these events has been the meticulous way that he has
recorded the results, a characteristic which has earned favourable comments
from those major conservation bodies to which they have been submitted. The
work of recording requires a high degree of concentration and accuracy whilst
being one of the most onerous duties following an expedition. His work in this
area, particularly in relation to the WINTER DUCK and CORNISH CHOUGH
expeditions has been exemplary.
A former member of the RAFOS Committee as our FALO and as the Civilian
Representative, this year’s winner has made a magnificent contribution over
many years as one of the Society’s most active supporters, expending
considerable time and effort to raise the profile of the Society in scientific
ornithological circles.
The Frank Walker Award for 2006 is presented to Martin Wightman.
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THE ROYAL AIR FORCE ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY
The following article was prepared by our Publicity Member FS John Wells and
submitted for inclusion in the RAF ACTIVE Magazine. Ed

‘WHAT’S ON’ IN 2007?
Introduction
The Royal Air Force Ornithological Society (RAFOS) are planning the following Field
Activities and Leisure pursuit activities with the emphasis on Birdwatching and scientific
study during 2007. Membership of our Society is open to current service personnel,
civilians employed by the Royal Air Force or Ministry of Defence and their dependants
interested in birdlife. We publish periodicals and articles on field studies, in particular at
more isolated locations both in the UK and abroad. The Society has the following
expeditionary field work planned for 2007.

NW Scotland

RAFOS ‘Winter Duck 2007’. Building upon our considerable experience in Wetland
Bird Survey (WeBS) on behalf of The British Trust for Ornithology (BTO), we coordinate survey work of the remote, beautiful and sometimes inhospitable coastline of
NW Scotland between the dates of 1-12 Feb 2007.
Pack your hot water bottle, compress your ear plugs, squash your sleeping bag, pack
some thermals - it’s Winter Duck 2007! Time to consider whether no sleep, frost bite or
1950’s style Nissan Huts are your thing and that’s just the uncomfortable bits. The good
news is the Nissan huts won’t be available this year!!! Planning some warm
accommodation has been achieved with the help of Defence Training/Landmarc
Inverness, and we will now to be housed in the Training Hut at Dundonnell on the banks
of Little Loch Ewe. A new ‘warm and modern’ base for the survey team.
The great bits about our week are: lots of Divers, mostly Black throats and Great
Northerns, Red-breasted Mergansers, Goldeneye, waders and ‘white winged’ gulls.
Birds are there in small but interesting numbers and the views of White tailed Eagles,
Glaucous Gull, the occasional Iceland Gull is also a strong possibility. The usefulness
of the survey gives you a warm feeling, and with the prevailing weather and occasional
squalls you need a warm feeling believe me - but it’s ace.
Cooking; a la carte by ‘Stevie Heather’, camaraderie c/o Martin Wightman and Stan
Christophers. It’s no guarantee you will get all of these, but RAFOS will try. Sadly, I
won’t be there as I’ll be somewhere a ‘tad’ warmer, it’s my turn for some OOA in the
Gulf. But I’m sure that ex-WO Policeman, Jim Bryden, can arrange a small team of
approx 9-12 hardy souls to carry out the Wetland Bird Survey (WeBS), along the North
Western shores and lochs of Wester Ross and Highland region from Loch Carron in the
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south, up to Kinlochbervie in the north and all points accessible, and all well trodden by
RAFOS, in between!!
The new MOB location will bring new challenges for the team but the village has a hotel
and bar, but by the time you have had 9 hours in the field, cooked, washed-up, done
call over and completed the Core Count Single Visit BTO forms and collapsed over a
dram or two, and then planned the next morning’s route; believe me you’ll be too
fatigued to even contemplate The Dundonnell Hotel - unless it’s the last night and team
memoirs of course. But it is a fabulous week - ask anyone who’s been mad enough to
try it! We have already obtained £500 of sponsorship kindly held over and donated by
Air BP International (in 2006). The PSI minibus hire and petrol make up the lion’s share
of the costs, but individuals can expect a personal contribution of around £80.
If interested contact our leader: Mr Jim Bryden on home tel; Tel: 01289 387408 with
your stated interest. Or via the web at: jim@bryden8469.freeserve.co.uk
Winter Duck 07 is now over but there is still time to get you name down for Islay and
other expeds from 08 onwards. Ed.
Slovakia
SlovEx07. Our overseas survey specialist leader is Sqn Ldr (Rtd) Mike Blair. Mike will
be leading SlovEx07 with Sqn Ldr (Rtd) Dick Yates. Mike is a co-author of The
Breeding Atlas of the Birds of Europe, a renowned ornithological data set on European
birds, their breeding locations and population densities. Mike has made many contacts
and is expanding knowledge with local conservation bodies, with the help of our keen
birding enthusiasts.
SlovEx07 will have two components, the low-altitude mostly in southern Slovakia and
the high-altitude in west-central and northern Slovakia. Participants can nominate their
period of participation, the low-altitude period beginning around mid-May and the highaltitude at the end of May, for at least 3 weeks in each case. For those of advancing
age and retreating mobility, the low-altitude work is more suitable, being largely vehiclebased and on flatter terrain. The high-altitude work demands a reasonable level of
fitness and functioning knees. These are not fixed dates, so you can drive out - the
more vehicles the better, or fly to Bratislava and take the train to Zvolen, or fly to Poprad
for the high-altitude work. Other arrangements can be agreed. The aim is to carry out
bird surveys for the Institute of Forest Ecology, who gave tremendous support to
SlovRecce06 undertaken during Summer 2006.
The survey techniques are very straightforward – on survey routes, short counts every
300m, and for large birds, 30-minute counts where sightlines permit. Birds typical of
Slovakia are Eurasian Pygmy Owl, Boreal (Tengmalm’s) Owl, Ural Owl, Lesser
Grey Shrike, all the woodpeckers in Europe, Eastern Imperial Eagle and
Wallcreeper. The low-altitude counts will be particularly rich in warblers, and will have
the best chance of local rarities such as European Roller and Red-footed Falcon.
Accommodation will be mostly in pre-selected inexpensive small hotels (usually
between £10-£20 for bed & breakfast), but may also utilise IFE field stations. The
landscapes are stunning, many of the forests being deciduous, and SlovEx07 will have
permits to enter specially protected areas, most of which contain Important Bird Areas.
For further details on SlovEx07 you can contact Mike on phone: 01263 714065 or on
e-mail: blair@dialstart.net
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Islay
Islay Mist 2007. Ex-Wg Cdr Bill Francis, who is a volunteer at WWT Slimbridge, will be
taking a small team of 8-12 to visit Islay for a week commencing 28 October 2007. This
is the second autumn visit for ‘Islay Mist’. Staying in Kilchoman House Cottages
www.islaycottages.com the team expect a fantastic birding week in glorious
surroundings. There may even be a distillery visit thrown in!
This field meeting is largely taken in the interest of bird watching, but some surveys of
wintering geese on behalf of the RSPB are proposed. The team found a rarity for the
island, a Dotterel, during their visit in May 2006. This trip offers the chance to see over
100 species including local specialties: Whooper Swan, Barnacle and White-fronted
Geese, Chough, Golden Eagle and with migration in full swing anything could turn up!
Costs are in the rough magnitude of £100 (includes ferry bookings which Bill can advise
on).
If you are interested contact Bill direct on 01452 855138 or by e-mail on
rafos_secretary@hotmail.com

CAPTION COMPETITION
Sanda 06. Now what is Robin going to do with this chook???

Suggestions by e-mail to the Editor
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COLDPLAY FOR DIVERS AND EAGLES
“WINTER DUCK 5” (2006) NW SCOTLAND
By John N Wells
THE CALLING
It seems that no sooner have I finished one Newsletter article than the editor is
hounding me for the next. So here is my story about the ‘Duck 5’ trip in February 06.
What is it about leading an exped? The leader,s work is never done!
This year’s team players were much the same: Me, Jim Bryden, Gerry Bilbao, Martin
Wightman, Stan Christophers, Kevin Cairns, Tom Dewick, Maggie Sheddan, Terry
Carne, Ian Drake and Stevie Heather. Sadly, Jerry Knights had to withdraw from the
team at short notice leaving us with his donated personal contribution of £80, which was
going to be very much appreciated as costs soared again this year and it was the
spiralling cost of fuel that hurt us the most.
New to RAFOS and on their first outing with the society, and what an initiation for them,
were Sgt Nigel Crowhurst from Wyton and Stan’s’ protégé from Cornwall, a young
singly civilian lad, Bob Bossisto. Nige has recently come kicking and screaming onto
Committee as the Production and Distribution Manager. He is a very keen birder and of
the calibre the Society badly need if we are to move forward in the next 10-15 years.
He had aimed to meet everyone at the AGM but his car broke down that very morning
and he was left stranded. He was looking forward to the trip immensely having heard
about it last year but was unable to attend as family ‘got in the way’ – as it does. Bob
Bossisto has been ‘groomed’ by Stan and is rapidly becoming a very knowledgeable
young birder, with lots of tips and background skills passed on by his mentor. Bob had
to join the Society to come on the trip so let’s hope we can retain him as ‘new blood’ is
few and far between these days. But back to the subject of Duck 5.
GOOSED
We pretty much stuck to the same basic plans for 06 as we used in Feb 05. We hired
the 2 PSI vehicles from Wyton and Cottesmore. The Cottesmore wagon had had the
roof rack repaired and re-fitted just in time for collection and it had also had a new off
side tyre but, unfortunately, nobody saw fit to check the nearside wheel and tyre.
However, by a stroke of good fortune, as I was reversing on my drive, the wagon loaded
and ready to leave, Sue, who was watching to keep me clear of the neighbours cars,
spotted a bulge the size of a goose egg on the inside tyre wall. If I hadn’t turned the
wheel full lock the inside tyre wall could not have been seen and we could well have
been left stranded somewhere with a nasty puncture. So with a loaded van and at half
four in the afternoon my travel plans were in tatters.
We had to change the wheel before we could set off for Martin’s place at Yate, near
Bristol. Luckily for us the local garage owner maintained a community bus with the
same sized wheels and tyres and he had us fixed and on the road in an hour and a half
– all for £35! A call to Martin to say we were on our way and after an uneventful drive
we arrived at Martin’s where his wife Hilary had a lovely meal waiting for us. The
Cornish team arrived, Stan and Terry had crammed scopes, bags and poor Bob into the
back of Stan’s little fiesta! When he finally extricated himself from between the
rucksacks, he was about ready to throw in the towel. They had their meal, and after a
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wee dram or two of Martin’s finest malt, Stan kept the party in stitches as he regaled us
with stories of old times!
DEPARTURE
The Wyton van was leaving early the next day, Fri 3rd Feb, from Nigel’s place in March
and collecting Stevie and all his prepared food and shopping en-route. This ‘speedier
van’ made its way up to collect Maggie and Jim just south of Berwick-on-tweed’ where a
‘tea and tiffin’, or was it a coffee and tatty scone, stop at Jim’s place in Duddo, refreshed
the gang before the long haul up to Newtonmore. Friday was also going very well for
us, if anything too well. Up early and on the road, we arrived at RAF Innsworth to pick
up Gerry Bilbao and Ian Drake. They were nowhere to be seen and, as we sat
bewildered in the car park wondering where the hell they had got to, they were
comfortably ensconced in the Officers Mess enjoying a white linen breakfast and vast
quantities of tea. At last they were dragged kicking and screaming from their hide-out
and the kit and bodies were squeezed into what was now a very heavily laden
Cottesmore van and we set off up the M5 towards spaghetti junction.
We chugged north at fair speed, but with all the weight you could watch the fuel gauge
needle drop like a stone. We stayed in contact with the ‘eastern team’ and like last year
they were making good headway and would be well ahead of us – we thought. Just
south of Perth we spotted our first Hooded Crow which was keenly sought after by Bob
as it would be his first ever views.
LOCH OF ‘ LEG STRETCH’
Just north of Perth we were ahead of schedule and with legs and bodies packed in like
sardines we decided that we could do with a spot of birding and a leg stretch. Stan had
visited a LNR some time back and had remembered it was on our route. So the maps
came out and we stopped at Loch of the Lowes LNR just outside Dunkeld. The site was
beautiful, the surface of the water was like a mirror and it held a superb selection of
waterfowl as well as a massive gull roost. This allowed us to try out the new forms on
the Winter Gull Roost Survey (WinGS) that the BTO had provided as an
accompaniment to the WeBS survey we were undertaking.
Stan was the primary counter; he has a tremendous ability to count and store data in his
head whilst the rest of us scratch and scribble in our note pads! We found Goosander
(a pr), 30 Widgeon, a party of Whooper Swan, 9 Goldeneye and 12 Tufted Duck.
Parties of Siskin and a Treecreeper came up close to the hide, and the gull roost held
large numbers of Common Gull, Lesser-black backed Gull and Black-headed Gull.
Interestingly we also found a small gathering of 5 Ruddy Duck and there was long and
informed discussion on whether this was a good local find this far north? Only local
knowledge from the Highland Bird Club would be able to shed light on this and Martin
usually sends them a copy of our post exped systematic list. At about 1630 we strolled
back to the wagon accompanied by Chaffinches, Coal Tit, Blue Tits and Great Tits
along the newly laid footpath through the woods.
Once at Newtonmore and Pine Cottage it was time for the many introductions as
Maggie, Bob and Nige got to grips with their ‘play mates’ for the trip. After all the bed
spaces were claimed and the usual ‘Faff’ on who was kipping next to whom and does
Wellsy snore louder than Jim? It was finally sorted and a dormitory was left for Maggs!
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The Hotel with the sky TV no longer did food so, after much head scratching it was
down the road to a new place which came recommended and turned out to be even
better! Plenty of freshly cooked meals and an excellent choice kept our merry band of
gastronomes happy.
Next morning saw the team up bright and early and after a hearty breakfast and copious
amounts of freshly brewed tea we set off. In the woods at Grantown-on-Spey we
parked in a clearing and while I remained in ear/eye shot of the vehicles, Stan, Jim and
Jerry had marched off into the bilberry and heather and caught up with Scottish
Crossbill, Coal Tit, Goldcrest, and the surprisingly elusive Crested Tit. After a short
shower another small band of Martin, Terry and I were bridging a stream when Martin
screamed ‘Caper’! We had flushed a bird some 20 yards ahead of us. The bird was
extremely close as Caper views go, and sadly this was the only view the team got in the
2-3 hours walk through this ancient forest. Unfortunately, the bird had disappeared
before any of the others, who were nearby, got more than a sneak glimpse. That’s how
these things happen in birding you’re either there and lucky or you aren’t! Capercaillie
on Duck trips are hit and miss and this was my first sighting in three years. I then
flushed a Woodcock, which took flight behind Terry so not many of us saw him either.
A single bold Wren let us all know we were on his patch near the footpath and
Goldcrest were darting amongst the small firs.
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MOWBILI-GOES
When we all got back to the vehicles it was plain that Stan was not very happy about
something, and after much pocket searching he declared that he had dropped his
mobile. We made calls to it from other phones and three separate search parties
spread out through the woods listening and looking. We retraced his steps in a
thorough but fruitless search, and we finally realised that we just weren’t going to find it.
Time was against us now, but as Stan had only recently topped up his ‘pay-as-you-go’
card and it represented the loss of a fair amount of his cash, it was agreed to send one
wagon into Inverness and try and get him re-imbursement from Orange. Stan made
light of it and settled for the best of a bad job with a new mobile and a bruised wallet.
ONWARDS
Back on the road again Red Kites made two or three separate forays across the lovely
open rolling countryside of The Black Isle, this would be a year tick for many of the team
based in the south of UK. Greylag Goose flocks were spotted and dutifully logged for
the WeBS forms. Further north and whilst counting the shoreline gulls and waders at
Dundonnel we met up with Kevin Cairns from Lossiemouth. Kev stayed for a while
birding, before pushing on to meet Alistair the warden at the pre-arranged time of 4pm
to open the huts and do all the duty arrivals. This year we had forgone the past
experience of hiring the caravans to sleep in, deciding that the Nissan huts, albeit old,
were dry, warm and offered a better solution to drying out wet kit overnight. We booked
2 of the caravans for washing and showering, using the gas for essential ablutions and
for Jerry to brew his tea and fill his numerous flasks.
We made it to Aultbea – Mellon Charles Camp, in time to find Alistair, the caretaker,
explaining the vagaries of the central heating in the Nissan huts to Kevin. Kev was
trying to fix the gas heater in the communal room where we hold call-over, eat meals
and generally socialise after the day’s endeavours – Oh! and partake of a dram or two!
SHOCKING!
The burner was being a complete sod and lighting the damn thing was proving
troublesome. The igniter cable was arcing against the metal casing and despite Kev’s
‘spannering’ it wouldn’t light. Anyway, with some assistance from me we had the cover
off and the wires separated, with two pairs of hands holding the bare wire away from an
earth, we eventually got it lit. Holding the wire whilst pressing the ignition was brave
and painful and we both got a few mild electric shocks for our trouble: but without the
heater we were going to freeze – literally, so getting the heating fixed was key to living
and eating in a warm crew room.
Next it was time to get the mattresses out of the store hut at the back of the complex;
everyone set to and soon we had our beds and kit space all sorted. We spread out
between 2 huts and lit the heaters in our bed spaces, likewise with great difficulty. That
done we set about the cleaning chores, the place needed its usual blitz as no one had
used it for months. The wardroom was set out in a long line of tables and chairs with
the table tennis table pushed to the back so we could lay out our maps and survey
forms for all to peruse. To be honest, the huts were perfect for our needs once we got
them warm, clean and to our liking – just like an old Sqn crew room!
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While we were engaged in getting the huts shipshape, Steve and Martin were on their
standalone task of sorting the galley and cooking the evening meal for us. Their trolley
work in TESCO at Inverness had been successful in all respects and between them
they produced a splendid dinner of roast chicken, roasties, two veg’ and gravy followed
by sultana sponge and custard if my memory serves me right. We were all very
appreciative of a huge and splendidly cooked meal, you realise how important food is
when you are amongst the elements. After dinner it was time to allocate duties for the
morning and to sort out the survey teams and respective survey areas.
GETTING READY
Prior to departure my son Ashley and I had prepared all the WeBS forms and these
were split amongst the 3 teams as appropriate to their respective survey areas. This
year we had a couple of members new to ‘Duck’ so we spent some time explaining the
methodology.
Team 1, Aultbea Team, comprised of Gerry B, Ian and me. We were doing the lochs
around the base camp; Redpoint – Melvaig, Loch Ewe, Loch Gruinard and Little Loch
Broom between Sunday and Wednesday.
Team 2, Elphin Team, was Martin, Jim, Terry and Steve. They would go north from
Ullapool and cover all the inlets, coastline and accessible areas of coast between
Ullapool and Oldshoremore just north of Kinlochbervie. This team would use the private
guest house at Elphin as its base on Sun, Mon & Tues, returning during Wed as in
previous years. This extra base would reduce the journey time to and from survey sites.
The format and structure of Winter Duck has been finely honed into quite a complicated
but workable expedition now and the key players all know its various vagaries, both
good and bad. Elphin is quite a nice location and the lads tell me the Knockan Crag
guest house is very pleasant for three nights away from Mellon Charles (MC). To be
honest it helps split up the teams in all respects, as 13 at MC can get a tad busy in the
galley-cooking facility. The base at Elphin makes the survey more enjoyable and more
productive as the lads can stay later in-the-field during the daylight hours and thus cover
longer distances. They also have the comfort of knowing that there is a warm room and
all the facilities to look forward to at the end of the day.
Team 3, Cape Wrath Team, consisting of Stan, Maggie, Bob, Kevin and Tom Dewick
would make the trek up north as far as Cape Wrath. Tom kindly offered his own Land
Rover free of charge to the expedition. Stan had expressed a wish to do this area in
2006 as he had visited both other areas previously. His experience would aid Diver
identification and he would be able to pass on valuable knowledge to the others.
Splitting the experience between the survey teams helps to ensure that birds are not
missed or even worse, misidentified. This aspect of the work is tricky as observation
and identification over large distances in difficult weather makes for hard work.
On that first evening we also allocated a Survey Co-ordinator and Food Co-ordinator,
responsible for collecting the survey reports and rationing.
Next morning, after an early breakfast prepared by the ‘home’ team, because we were
staying local, it was time to get the others on the road. This was not as easy as it
sounds. Kevin’s Range Rover, albeit roomy, was bulging at the seams and that was
before we had got young Bob in! Four people, plus kit, food and scopes – it wasn’t
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looking good. There was much debate and Team 3 even contemplated leaving Bob
with Team 1 (back at base) and only taking three up to the Cape. However, Tom would
be meeting them at Cape Wrath so if they could just get north the space issue would
ease as they then had the two cars on survey. After much rearranging Stan squeezed
‘his boy’ into the back of the vehicle, with all his kit, and they set off for the northern
most point on UK, the rear shockers taking the strain.
Jim and the Elphin boys had the luxurious Wyton wagon, there’s no prising this set of
keys from our intrepid copper Jimbo! He knows when he’s on to a good thing. So,
leaving us, Team 1, to sort out base camp they were off. We would ensure their Nissan
hut was kept warm – with the heater lit whilst they were away.
THE SURVEY STARTS
We set out with daylight just breaking, through the MOD site to the pond at the end of
the lane, near two private bungalows. Here, 2 Whooper Swans mingled with a single
Widgeon, 22 Mallard and 4 Moorhen. We always check this private ‘pond’ each
morning and night as it has turned up some unusual species in the past. On passed the
open fields, where Greylag Geese, Oystercatcher and Starlings flock in the open
fields to Redpoint where we commence the bird survey work. The track leading to
Redpoint runs out as we approach Redpoint farm. Here, sheep graze on the open
fields that end where the shoreline turns to sand and dunes. At the far end a group of 5
Greylag Geese feed on the short sward. The rolling dunes to our right lead to a very
nice open bay which was being buffeted by wintry squalls. From Redpoint you can look
left to the large expanse of Loch Torridon with Fearnmore across the Loch in the
distance. This area will be covered later in the week when the others return to assist.
We walked into the dunes and found a sheltered level patch to put up scopes and
commence the survey effort. The auks (Razorbill and Guillemot) stream past, but they
are not target species on WeBS. We take a species each to count and set our right
marker point, the headland jutting out to sea along the coast towards South Erradale.
The area of survey was the bay to our left, straight ahead and then right between
ourselves and the right marker. This is our usual technique, and the headland and bay
are marked accordingly on the map as a count sector. Once we had counted our own
species we looked for other target species in particular the divers as they can move
quickly when submerged and then rise ‘to show’ again a considerable distance from
where they were seen before. The water is choppy and it is difficult to concentrate on
the birds as your eyes stream in the cold sharp wind blowing straight at us. We took
about 30 mins to do this count before moving on, past the headland and onto a suitable
view point of coastline to start the next count in Sector 1.
Birds were being seen in steady numbers with regular sightings of Great-northern
Divers (GND), Common Eider, 3 Long-tailed Duck and lots (246) of Shags. Oddly
we locate a Gannet coming through an unusual record for ‘Duck’. Two Hooded Crow
swoop low over us and a Stonechat ‘chacks’ out from on top of a distant fence post.
Once at Port Henderson, we stop to give Gerry a chance to fill in the form neatly from
the entries in our respective note books. The sector holds 12 GNDs, a decent count
very comparable to other years. We hold copies of the BTO WeBS Journals in the
wagon and interesting comparisons can be made from previous visits this way using
them. Sector 1 is such a huge sector that we make this count a sub-count of sector 1
and Jerry will collate all the sub-counts onto one complete Sector 1 count form.
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LOCH KERRY
Part of the first day’s survey entails a count Sector of Loch Gairloch – Loch Kerry, a
favourite of ours because lots of birds congregate at the salmon breeding fishery outfall
pipe. Gulls hoard here in their hundreds, other totals in the sheltered bay on 5 Feb
were as follows: 151 Goldeneye, 76 Mallard, 176 Herring Gull, 1 Iceland Gull (3rd
winter). The Goldeneye count was down somewhat on earlier years, but numbers were
to pick up steadily during the week. On into the late afternoon and we cover all of Loch
Gairloch and up as far as Melvaig, before the darkness falls and we call a halt. It’s been
a long day and that first evening back at base we were all pretty tired after dinner.
If I were to cover every day in detail this article alone would fill the Newsletter so I have
selected a few highlights.
FAMILY GATHERING
On day 4, up near Kenmore, our team caught sight of an otter in a small harbour down
the bank beneath us. Three of us were out of the wagon at the time, Nigel and Ian
taking a scenic shot on their cameras, when I caught sight of a large Eagle overhead. It
had glided slowly over the ridge behind the wagon and I shouted loudly ‘Eagle’ to get
Gerry’s attention, he was form filling or tea brewing or something. Just then a second
Eagle, this time a juvenile, glided over from the same direction. This bird was double
wing tagged and shortly behind it came Mum or Dad to make the family group of 3
White-tailed Eagles, a tremendous sight no more than 50 feet above our heads. The
lads got some shots but the light was not brilliant, and against the blue sky they came
out silhouetted. This was undoubtedly the highlight of the birding trip for our group of 4.
ULLAPOOL - BAD LUCK
On the Wednesday we had arranged to meet up in Ullapool. The Northern Team (3)
were coming back south, likewise Team 2, who would stop and survey Loch Broom to
save time for Stan’s team. Mobile phones are a wonderful thing and all this fell into
place, and we met up in town. The harbour and fishing boats were checked for Glauc’s
and any other ‘white winged’ gulls. Jim and his crew found an outdoor kit shop following
a tour of the town’s cake and coffee haunts while my team, overdue a coffee and a
‘piece’ were upstairs in the coffee shop. After this well earned break we decided to
cover the river mouth and up as far as Rhue, to save Maggie and Stan and Team 2
doing all of Loch Broom. We were quietly surveying the estuary when Jimmy pulls up
and breaks the bad news that a lorry had collected the off-side mirror from the Wyton
PSI vehicle. Insurance has been under discussion in committee for some time.
Previously, Service MT was covered for ‘minor prangs’ but now that we hire our vehicles
it is the Society that has to pay. As usual the lorry did not stop and give his details so
we were left to foot the bill.
SNOOD BOY
After meeting up in Ullapool we completed the survey of Loch Broom and then ambled
our way back to base. Most of the teams fancied stopping off in 2-3 lay-bys for Golden
eagle on the drive back through Dundonnel Pass and our team were first to locate a pair
high up in the mountain tops. We called in to Stan and Bob, Maggie and Kev to get
their ‘arses here’ quick. Luckily they were not too far behind us and Bob was able to
pull in and see his first ever ‘Goldies’. Terrific views were had as the 2 birds, obviously
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a pair, were pair bonding and stoop diving in very steep drops from a tremendous
height. Great views for those who had not had the privilege of seeing Golden Eagles
displaying like this before. Sadly, this is where poor Bob lost the maroon snood and
gloves that his sister had bought for him, because he never saw them again after pulling
out of the lay-by. We felt sorry for Bob, he was pretty upset at losing his gear and in the
ways of the world Stan made it worse by ribbing him about it for the rest of the trip.
ROOST TIME
On the Thursday we went our separate ways to cover Loch Torridon and south from
Carron up as far as Fearnmore. Stan, Jim and Marty were late into the days survey but
were extremely lucky to see a group of 9 Black-throated Divers coming together at
dusk off the coast at Callikie just before the sun set and the light was gone. I think the
weather was poor too with squalls and heavy showers coming in off the sea, so it made
for a very good sighting.
KERRY DELIGHTS
On the Friday we usually have a free day as all the sites are normally covered by then.
This time Stan had turned up trumps by locating a Red-necked Grebe out in open
water on the main loch itself. The high view point behind the salmon fishery is used to
look down onto the horseshoe to make sure we don’t miscount the ducks and gulls in
the bay. Stan was up on the bank alone when he located the Grebe, a first for Duck,
and a very good Scottish record for February I hasten to add.
BREAKFAST DELIGHTS - WWII STYLE
One morning I walked into the galley to hear a rumpus going on. Martin or as he’s
jovially named , ‘The Fat Professor” had put condensed milk in the morning’s Porridge
and was expecting everyone to like it! He was only trying to be frugal with the fresh
milk, but had annoyed our (Scottish) copper friend-considerably. Quote from Jim:
“You, you young bugger, you are too young to remember rationing after WW11.
After that I hate condensed milk, concentrated orange juice and above all RAW
cod-liver oil”!!
DUNDONNEL HOUSE
Early one morning our team also had good views of a single Golden Eagle just up from
Dundonnel House. Gerry and Nige ‘clocked’ it as we drove out from the mouth of the
loch and into the forest line. It was a patchy Juvenile and not dissimilar to the RAFOS
Logo! Wing patches and all. It was flying away from us but we caught nice, but brief
views as it headed up into the hills. Further up Dundonnel Pass we all heard a glorious
flock of 30 Snow Buntings as they over flew the parked wagon. Their tinkling calls to
one another in the crisp wintery morning were a very pleasing sound, heart warming in
the extreme. We had another great Golden Eagle sighting as we drove along the road
to Torridon in the Beinn Eighe Estate. Nigel had spotted it coming towards us so we
jumped from the wagon and got ace views as it passed by close to the road. This was a
full adult in impressive dark brown plumage and with a golden sheen.
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ENDINGS
The week went extremely well, we covered lots of sites and extended into a few new
ones. The results were delivered in May of last year to the BTO and this was covered in
a previous Newsletter article. As I complete this article [Jan 07], the team are in the
final stages of planning for the next instalment - Winter Duck 2007. I have been working
with Jim Bryden who will lead Duck 2007 and I understand we have a new Outward
Bound Centre booked at Dundonnel. What! No cold Nissan huts, unreliable gas heaters
or leaking caravans to contend with, whatever will they have to write about for the
Autumn Newsletter. Plenty of birds no doubt, and with lots of Divers and glorious
scenery Winter Duck continues in the fine spirit and endeavours of RAFOS.
LATE NEWS:
A Capercaillie has been seen using a mobile phone at Grantown on Spey. It is believed
the bird was attempting to ring Newquay Police Station, who have failed to convince it
that Mr Christophers has moved on to a little grey off the shoulder number at Bodmin
nick!! Anon.
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SANDA ISLAND – JULY 2006
By John Stewart-Smith

The Team

Photo – John Stewart-smith

During the last week of July 2006 A RAFOS team mounted an expedition to Sanda
Island Bird Observatory: George Candelin led the exped and Colin Wearn was the
Ringing Leader. The other participants were Robin and Julia Springett, John StewartSmith and Fran Eggby, Tony Marter, Jon Orme, Pete Evans, Ian Burras, Dominic
Christer and James Allen. Having put my name on the list of participants, my first
problem was that I knew almost nothing about Sanda Island and was only vaguely
aware of its location, somewhere off the west coast of Scotland.
Sanda Island is two miles south of the southern tip of the Mull of Kintyre and was listed
as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) in May 1995. The listed site includes
Sanda itself, Sheep Island and Glunimore Island plus several smaller islets and rocks at
the southwest entrance to the Firth of Clyde. According to the Scottish Natural Heritage
handout about Sanda, the key features of the SSSI are the breeding populations of
Northern Fulmar Fulmarus gracialis, Manx Shearwater Puffinus puffinus, European
Storm-petrel Hydrobates pelagicus, Great Cormorant Phalacrocorax carbo,
European Shag Phalacrocorax aristotelis, Common Gull Larus canus, Great Blackbacked Gull Larus marinus, Black-legged Kittiwake Rissa tridactyla, Razorbill Alca
torda and Atlantic Puffin Fratercula arctica.
The island has a resident population of 2 that is supplemented in the season by Dick
Gannon, who owns the island, and two extra summer staff plus various day visitors and
visiting yachtsmen. The island measures about 1 mile north to south by 1½ miles east
to west, rising to a height of about 400 ft amsl. Most of the buildings and the farm are
located close to the jetty on the north shore where there is also a tavern that can hold
100 people. Our accommodation was by the lighthouse on the southern tip of the island
so our luggage and food had to be ferried there by quad-bike and trailer.
The idea for an expedition to Sanda was born at the BTO Annual Conference at
Swanwick in December 2003 when George Candelin was talking to Rab Morton – and
before George knew about the pub on the island. Rab was the warden of the newly
established observatory and he was offering seabird ringing courses on the island.
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RAFOS has had an active interest in the birds of the Scottish west coast and islands for
many years having organised several Island Expeds and is currently running the highly
successful Winter Duck series of WeBs surveys as well as the Islay field study weeks.
George floated the idea of a ringing week combined with some survey work on behalf of
the Sanda Island bird observatory; the RAFOS committee agreed to this and the
expedition was added to the 2006 programme.
As George had come up with the idea he was the obvious person to lead the expedition.
The initial plan was to use minibuses for transport but this became too difficult and
private cars became the preferred option. Accommodation for the members on Friday
night had to be found and an appropriate week agreed with the island’s owner and the
observatory. George arranged accommodation at RAF Machrihanish, despite them
also hosting hundreds of Air Cadets on summer camp and the Campbeltown Air Show
over the same weekend. Wg Cdrs Brian Munroe and George Campbell were very
welcoming on behalf of Headquarters Highland Wing ATC; and they hosted us, fed us
an evening meal and provided breakfast on Saturday morning.
George’s next problem was that although Rab Morton, the Sanda warden, could issue
rings and equipment for our use there, he would not be available on the island during
the exped. However, George and Ian Burras has been on the island previously so knew
the location of breeding sites and net rides, so we were not going into unexplored
territory. George and Colin Wearn drove up overnight on the Thursday and arranged to
rendezvous with Robin and Julia Springett to buy provisions for the week. A trolleydash around Campbeltown Tesco procured the basic provisions which were loaded into
Robin’s campervan. Fresh produce and other perishables would be bought before
boarding the boat on Saturday morning.
At this point my car, with its super-complex French security system, decided to throw a
wobbly and refused to leave Machrihanish; so I was forced to endure the prospect of a
lonely weekend at the Air Show and in the bar, while everyone else transported all the
supplies to the island. Many phone calls on Saturday morning revealed that the nearest
garage qualified to look at the car was at Inveraray, 76 miles away, and they were fully
booked for the next week. One option was to put the car on a low-loader and leave it at
Inveraray until the end of the expedition, the other was to set fire to it and claim on the
insurance. The low loader arrived from Campbeltown – and the car started first turn of
the key! I returned to the Mess, planning to catch the boat to Sanda on Sunday.
Sunday morning and the car was again totally dead! I took a taxi Campbeltown.
We had been allocated the three Lighthouse Keepers cottages on the southern tip of
the island. These were quite comfortable and were equipped with gas-powered
showers, fridges (not very good ones!) and cookers. It became obvious that the eastern
cottage had the most spacious kitchen and the middle cottage had the largest dining
room. A cooking roster was established and mealtimes became something of a
competition (Sanda Master-Chef), with each pair of cooks trying to better the meal of
the previous night. Pete discovered that the electrical supply to the cottages was 50V
DC, so that mobile phones and digital cameras could only be recharged at the pub on
the other side of the island. “Just off to charge my phone, darling”, sounded different if
not totally believable.
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The Lighthouse

Photo – John Stewart-Smith

Dominic and James discovered a shed load of old bikes that hadn’t turned a wheel in a
very long time; so with a few basic tools and some inherent engineering skill they soon
had a selection of handy transport to travel the trans-Sanda highway. James realised
that brakes would have been useful for the downhill run to the north, but luckily the
Boathouse wall terminated his dash towards the Firth of Clyde. These two teenagers
enjoyed their time on Sanda and were an asset to the team.
A report of George trying to usher a sheep into a net on the beach, having mistaken it
for an oystercatcher, must surely be of doubtful veracity. The claim by Fran, Jon and
Pete to have climbed from base camp to the island summit without oxygen also needs
independent verification.
Dominic and James decided to go fishing and caught a wrasse. But they required
Robin’s help to kill the fish with a rusty monkey wrench and then prepare it for cooking.
They also gathered periwinkles that were cooked and eaten with great relish, or was it
Robin’s Tabasco sauce? Pete and Jon O set off the smoke alarm four times during the
preparation of one morning’s breakfast before they discovered it wasn’t the sausages or
the bacon, but the toast. The discovery that gas-powered eye-level grills don’t pop the
toast out when it’s ready seemed to come as a surprise!
The timing of the expedition was dictated by the Sanda Ringing Course programme and
this meant that we were a bit late in the breeding season but a bit early early for
migration. However, Storm Petrel breeding was at its peak and we caught 112 birds
on Monday night.
We made a trip out to Sheep Island to ring Shags, Herring Gulls and Puffins. Bonus
species were Fulmars and Great Black-backed Gulls plus a newly fledged Rock Pipit
that was fluttering around the rocks and caught by hand. Glunimore Rock was also
visited using a RIB piloted by a local known as ‘The Red Man’. Glunimore is a large
skerrie rather than an island and is the local breeding stronghold of Guillemots,
Razorbills, Puffins, Kittiwakes, Fulmars and Cormorants. The activity levels were
very low this late in the season and most of the auks had already fledged, but the timing
was good for Fulmar and Puffin chicks. When we arrived back at the pickup point to
eat and wait for the boat it became obvious that we had been forgotten and were
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stranded. Our boatman had gone off to do other things. We had to phone Dick to send
someone to collect us. Thank God for mobile phones!
After this excitement we centred our ringing activity on the Boathouse and the
Plantation sites. A passage of Willow Warblers helped to swell the usual counts of
Wheatear, Linnet, Twite and Lesser Redpoll. Nets set on the beach caught Rock
Pipits and a visiting Labrador puppy - the puppy was not ringed before release. Robin
decided to tidy the Boathouse and surrounds during the pauses in ringing and managed
to put a live emergency flare onto his bonfire. His Indian war-dance when the flare went
off provoked a generous round of applause from the spectators sitting on the benches
outside the pub and gave John an unexpected photo opportunity.
We had another Storm Petrel session on Thursday night with over 100 birds caught.
Julia earned ‘The Bird of the Week’ award for finding a Storm Petrel with a Stavanger
issued Norwegian ring.
Friday morning began with showers and the disappearance of the Irish coastline.
Charles, the Estate Manager, warned us that the forecast was bad with strong winds
and a storm warning issued for Saturday. We decided not to risk being stranded on the
island and began a rapid tidy and pack exercise. We were soon loaded onto the ‘Seren
Las’ and bumping back the 16 miles to Campbeltown between rain showers. We
unloaded our kit, my car started first time and everyone set off northwards to travel
south to England. The car kept announcing, “Side light not working” all the way home
to Wales. Many checks confirmed that all the side lights were in fact working perfectly
and it wasn’t until later that I noticed that someone had taken a fancy to one of its’ fog
lights while the car was parked at Machrihanish. The car has now been traded in!!!
Soon after leaving Campbeltown George hit a pothole in the road that dented the wheel
rim severely enough to cause instant deflation. ‘Seventh one this week’ was the
comment of the helpful repairman from Campbeltown. I slowed down to offer help and
then drove off with George wondering about the voice coming from the car saying, ‘Side
lights not working.’
A few of the lessons to be drawn from our short and enjoyable visit to Sanda:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It is possible to drive to Machrihanish/Campbeltown in one day from anywhere in
England/Wales.
Campbeltown Tesco is well stocked and can provide all required provisions.
The fridges in the Sanda bungalows are not reliable.
Long life milk and bread are recommended.
The observatory is in poor shape. Best to assume nothing but poles available
there.
Off-island trips relied on the good offices of the landlord. Arrangement with a
local boat-owner would have given flexibility
Mobile phone coverage is unreliable on Sanda. Small walkie-talkies very useful.
The timing of the exped was 2 weeks too late for breeding sea birds and 2 weeks
too early for migrants.
It would be beneficial for RAFOS to establish a relationship with Scottish Natural
Heritage at Lochgilphead. The person responsible for Sanda Island is:

Blair Urquhart, Scottish Natural Heritage, 1 Kilmory Estate, Kilmory, Lochgilphead,
Argyll. PA31 8RR. Tel: 01546-603611. e-mail: blair.urquhart@snh.gov.uk
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TABLE ONE - Sanda Island sea bird counts 1993-2003
The latest recorded counts are for 2003. The list below gives the average annual
number for each species recorded during this eleven-year period and attempts to draw
a broad conclusion on the population trend over that period. The source of the facts
quoted is The Scottish Natural Heritage at Lochgilphead, the conclusions drawn are
mine.
Northern Fulmar Fulmaris gracialis
467
Manx Shearwater Puffinus puffinus
208
European Storm-petrel Hydrobates pelagicus 184
Great Cormorant Phalacrocorax carbo
25
European Shag Phalacrocorax aristotelis
590
Common (Mew) Gull Larus canus
50
Lesser Black-backed Gull Larus fuscus
81
Herring Gull Larus argentatus
805
Great Black-backed Gull Larus marinus
35
Black-legged Kittiwake Rissa tridactyla
9
Common Guillemot Uria aalge
2781
Razorbill Alca torda
2961
Black Guillemot Cepphus grylle
194
Atlantic Puffin Fratercula arctica
311

population increasing
population increasing
population static
population decreasing
population increasing
population increasing
population static
population decreasing
population static
population decreasing
population increasing
population increasing
population static
population static

TABLE TWO - Sample Sanda Call-over (23rd July 2006)
Diver sp?
Gavia
Great Northern Diver Gavia immer
Northern Fulmar Fulmarus glacialis
Great Cormorant Phalacrocorax carbo
European Shag Phalacrocorax aristotelis
Common Eider Somateria mollissima
Common Buzzard Buteo buteo
Peregrine Falcon Falco peregrinus
Whimbrel Numenius phaeopus
Common Sandpiper Actitis hypoleucos
Common (Mew) Gull Larus canus
Herring Gull Larus argentatus
Great Black-backed Gull Larus marinus
Black-legged Kittiwake Rissa tridactyla
Tern sp? Sterna sp?
Razorbill Alca torda
Black Guillemot Cepphus grylle
Atlantic Puffin Fratercula arctica
Sky Lark Alauda arvensis
Meadow Pipit Anthus pratensis
Rock Pipit Anthus petrosus
Sedge Warbler Acrocephalus schoenobaenus
Pied Wagtail Motacilla alba yarelli
Northern Wheatear Oenanthe oenanthe
Eurasian Jackdaw Corvus monedula
Rook Corvus frugilegus
Hooded Crow Corvus cornix

1
1
10
6
550
6
1
2
1
1
2
5
3
3
1
50
40
2
2
20
3
1
2
12
3
10
2
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Common Starling Sturnus vulgaris
European Goldfinch Carduelis carduelis
Common Linnet Carduelis cannabina

50
5
3

porpoise sp?

1

TABLE THREE - Sample Seawatch from Lighthouse point (10:00 –11:00 and
18:00-19:00 24th July 2006)
Species

Totals

Northern Fulmar
Manx Shearwater
Northern Gannet
European Shag
Brent Goose
Common Eider
Eurasian Oystercatcher
Herring Gull
Great Black-backed Gull
Razorbill
Black Guillemot
Atlantic Puffin

5
569
934
40
7
6
3
13
5
335
68
2

TABLE FOUR - Ringing Summary for RAFOS Exped 2006
Species
Northern Fulmar
European Storm-petrel
Great Cormorant
European Shag
Common (Mew) Gull
Lesser Black-backed Gull
Herring Gull
Great Black-backed Gull
Common Guillemot
Razorbill
Black Guillemot
Atlantic Puffin
Meadow Pipit
Rock Pipit
Pied Wagtail
Winter Wren
European Robin
Stonechat
Northern Wheatear
Common Blackbird
Song Thrush
Sedge Warbler
Common Whitethroat
Willow Warbler

Full grown
0
172
0
1
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
3
8
16
4
14
1
2
24
2
4
15
8
98

Pulli
7
0
2
56
1
1
9
3
25
1
5
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Retraps/Recoveries
1
57
1
19
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
1
0
11

Totals
8
229
3
76
2
1
9
3
30
1
5
5
9
18
4
14
1
2
27
2
4
16
8
109
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Chaffinch
Common Linnet
Twite
Mealy Redpoll
Reed Bunting

2
16
7
2
4

0
0
0
0
0

0
1
2
0
1

2
17
9
2
5

TOTALS

406

113

102

621

Labrador puppy

Caught in single shelf net but released un-ringed 1

Acknowledgement: This Report is an amalgamation of inputs from numerous sources
including George Candelin, Robin and Julia Springett, Pete Evans, Dominic Christer
and from Blair Urquhart of The Scottish Natural Heritage office at Lochgilphead, Argyll.
These sources are gratefully acknowledged.

Puffins on Sanda
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CORNISH CHOUGH 06 – ASBOS AND EARLY STARTS
by Bill Francis
Fri 27 Oct 06. CORNISH CHOUGH 2006 started for some, Steve Heather, Jim Bryden
and Maggie Sheddan, in the very early hours with a drive across England to pick up the
West Country contingent – Jerry Bilbao, Martin Wightman and me. Our start was at a
more gentlemanly hour, but we arrived in Cornwall in time to do some birding at
Davidstow airfield and Crowdy Reservoir. The airfield was not very productive, but the
reservoir produced a large flock of Redwing, Canada Geese, Golden Plover and
Lapwing flocks. Then we went on the Walmsley Sanctuary near Chapel Amble, a
marshy area near the North side of the Camel Estuary. Here we were lucky enough to
pick up Green Sandpiper, as well as 2 White-fronted and 1 Pink-footed Goose.
Then on to Polgigga to meet the Cornish contingent – Stan Christophers, Terry Carne
and Bob Bosisto – a young birder know to Stan as ‘The Limpet’ or ‘The Maid’ – this was
some of the more minor abuse that Bob put up with during the trip. He was also made
subject to an ASBO (an Against Speaking B******s Order).
Sat 28 Oct 06. The start was at a reasonable hour, arriving on the moors above
Porthgwarra at about 0745. My own list for this visit is very small, but a sea watch from
the cove a little later brought sightings of Gannet, Balearic, Sooty and Manx
Shearwaters, Long-tailed and Arctic Skuas, and Kittiwake. We then went on to
Sennen Cove, where the rocks produced Purple Sandpiper, Turnstone and
Oystercatcher. Out at sea were a flow of Gannets, another Arctic Skua, and a variety
of the commoner Gull species. The visit to Sennen was followed by a journey to the
Hayle Estuary. Here we found Dark-bellied Brent Geese and a variety of gulls and
waders, the latter including Bar-tailed Godwit, Redshank, Greenshank, Curlew,
Dunlin, Ringed Plover and, something of a rarity, a Spotted Sandpiper. This showed
very well from time to time. In a tree very close to where we were parked was a
magnificent Peregrine Falcon. The day ended with a visit to probably the best fish
shop in Cornwall – Beck’s at Lelant. Jerry Knights and ‘Fly’, his Border Collie, had
joined the party by this time. Bob met Jessica, an attractive young lady who worked in
the shop and the subject of much ribbing for the remainder of the trip!
Sun 29 Oct 06. The clocks went back an hour last night requiring in an even earlier
start to arrive at Porthgwarra before sun-up. Again the cove proved productive, giving
views of Common Dolphin, Kittiwake, and Pomeranian Skua. A walk up to the
moors produced a variety of the commoner species, including Stonechat and Stock
Dove. Another Peregrine was showing well, sitting on a rock overlooking the sea. We
then returned to Sennen Cove, where highlights included a Great Northern Diver,
Yellow-legged Gull and Surf Scoter. A visit to Nanquidno, another valley running
down to the sea, produced (for some) views of 2 Chough and a Merlin.
Mon 30 Oct 06. Another busy day, started with a visit to Marazion where sightings
included Scaup, Great Skua and 14 Ringed Plover. Longrock Pool produced a Little
Grebe, a Mute Swan and a Coot; not much for a RSPB Reserve! We then moved on
to Hayle again, where we found Grey Plover, Curlew Sandpiper, Little Egret, Grey
Heron and Spotted Redshank in addition to the species seen on our earlier visit. A
visit to Godreavy Point produced a Red-throated Diver, 2 Kestrel, Turnstone and
Purple Sandpiper. We then moved on to Loe Pool, the largest area of fresh water in
Cornwall. I was having joint troubles, so let the rest walk downhill to the lake whilst I
explored the area near the car park. Here I found a field with heaps of discarded
vegetables that was attracting many insects. As a result flocks of small birds were
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Great Skua and prey

Sparrowhawk
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feeding there too – Goldfinch, Chaffinch, Pied Wagtail and Meadow Pipit. As you
can imagine, this provided a snack bar for raptors and it was not long before a
Sparrowhawk arrived.
Tues 31 Oct 06. Most of the party (all but me!) set off for Trevose Head at 0530 hrs for
a sea watch. As I was feeling cream-crackered and still had sore knees and ankles, I
decided to give this a miss. The rest had a very successful day’s sea-watching, whilst I
slept, rested, read and watched a female Black Redstart, a bird that had so far eluded
the others. I managed to get an acceptable picture of this bird to prove the sighting.

Black Redstart

Photo by Bill Francis

Wed 1 Nov 06. At Oh Cripes hundred hours we set off again for Porthgwarra before
rosy-fingered dawn had broken and the countryside was properly aired. This time the
early start was very productive, with large flocks of Woodpigeon, Redwing, Linnet,
Chaffinch, Greenfinch and Skylark. Among the finches were Reed and Lapland
Bunting. 3 Water Rail were heard and Merlin, Kestrel and Buzzard were the raptors
seen. A party of 15 Golden Plover were seen over the moors. Blackcaps were also
present. At Drift Reservoir we found Ruddy Duck(2), Little Grebe (10), Tufted Duck
(7) and Mute Swan (20+) as well as Black Swan, Canada Goose, Greylag Goose,
Curlew and even House Sparrow. An evening return to Marazion produced two new
species for the trip for me: Common Scoter and Sanderling.
Thurs 2 Nov 06. Another early start produced a Barn Owl in the fields on the way from
Polgigga to Porthgwarra, and a little further down the road, the minibus headlights
picked up a Sparrowhawk on the grass verge before it flew off carrying its prey. Again
the pre-sunrise start produced many species including large flocks of Stock Doves as
well as Fieldfare, Brambling, Goldcrest and Hen Harrier in addition to birds seen on
other days. As we were going on to Kenidjack, near St Just, it was decided to stop
there to visit McFaddens, the makers of outstanding pasties. Unfortunately they had
sold out before we arrived. Reduced to our sandwiches, we drove on to Kenidjack,
another of the sheltered valleys that can attract small birds. These included Grey
Wagtail, Goldcrest, Chiffchaff and Blackcap.
Fri 3 Nov 06. In addition to species previously seen, this morning at Porthgwarra
produced a pair of Barnacle Geese, Swallow, House Martin, Mistle Thrush, Tree
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Sparrow, Dartford Warbler and Short-eared Owl. There was a fox in the lane on the
way down. We then moved on to Sennen Cove and Cot Valley. A pleasant evening
meal was had at The Logan Rock Inn, Treen.
Sat 4 Nov 06. Our last full day began with a visit to Pemberth, where we saw our first
Firecrest of the week. We then moved on to Drift Reservoir, where a Pink-footed
Goose had joined the species previously seen there. Back in Hayle, we found a Redbreasted Merganser among the birds on the estuary and several Snipe were flushed
from reeds near Copperhouse Creek. The day ended with another visit to Beck’s.
Sun 5 Nov 06. The journey home started before sun-up and I was home in time for
morning coffee after an uneventful drive. Many thanks to Jim Bryden and Martin
Wightman for organising such a successful and enjoyable trip. As always with RAFOS,
half the fun was the banter as well as the birding and the company made the trip all the
more enjoyable. Next year I am going to Porthgwarra independently and slightly earlier
in the year as CORNISH CHOUGH clashes with ISLAY MIST – I cannot stay away for
too long.

CHOUGH VOLUNTEERS
Editor’s Note: I received this letter after the publication of the Autum 06 Newsletter. It
may be a bit late to be of much help this year, but some members may feel like
volunteering to help out with this project in years to come.
Dear RAFOS Members,
I wonder if you might be able to help me. I manage the Cornwall Chough Project, and
am looking to find some volunteers who would be able to help me next year. From my
experiences over the last 5 seasons, our most effective volunteers have been service
personnel, either still serving or retired; they have all been great to work with and
reliable, a great plus from my point of view! I am trying to think of ways of obtaining
more help from service personnel and thought that RAFOS might be a route.
Next year I am looking to recruit volunteers to help me with the nest protection of 2 pairs
of choughs, the only choughs nesting in the whole of England, so very precious birds.
The timing is early April - mid May. They would form part of team to include a small
number of RSPB staff and a large team of local volunteers, and would play a key role in
the protection of the nest at night and during the early mornings and evenings. The
nests are on the coast in a fabulous location.
I am looking for 4 volunteers per week for 5 weeks, and for the volunteers to spend
anything from one week to a month on the project. We can provide accommodation but
their own transport would be essential.
Is there a way you could pass on my request to your members via a newsletter or
email? I would really appreciate any help or advice you can give.
Claire
If you would like to take part in this worthwhile project please contact Claire direct:
Claire Mucklow, RSPB Cornwall Projects Manager, Keble House,Southernhay Gardens,
Exeter. EX1 1NT. Tel: 01392 453775 or Mobile: 07764 230246
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BIRD RINGING – A SCIENCE, AN ART, A PLEASURE AND A PASSION
By Colin Wearn
The activity of bird ringing has been going on for nearly 100 years and in that time many
hundreds of thousands of birds have been fitted with rings of different types. Present
day rings are made of lightweight metals and plastics.
Birds are protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended). Under
the Act, it is an offence to trap or capture birds unless under licence. Currently there are
around two thousand people in the UK who hold a licence, with various endorsements,
with the main purpose of trapping birds and fitting each with a ring.
There are many scientific reasons for ringing birds and around 800,000 are caught and
ringed in the UK each year. The ability to trap and ring birds requires training and, like
all training, the greater the amount of effort put into it, the greater the rewards. Once
qualified, you can set your own goals as long as they are within the British and Irish
Ringing Scheme guidelines.
A question that is often asked is “why birds are ringed in the first place”? Two of the
main reasons are to study migration and longevity. Migration could be movements
within the UK or the attempts to locate wintering quarters because, believe it or not, we
still do not know where all birds migrate to for the winter. Also, if fitted with colour rings,
individual birds can be monitored from one year to another until their plastic ring
becomes brittle and falls off. Monitoring longevity tells us how old a particular bird is,
and how long it could be expected to live in an ideal world.
Other associated activities are carried out by licensed ringers. For example, my own
ringing activities involve ringing birds all year round in the UK. During the breeding
season, I monitor the red kites in the Chilterns. When the chicks are old enough, I not
only place a metal ring on their leg but I also fit patagial (wing) tags and occasionally
radio transmitters as well. I also fit similar wing tags to grey herons. Once, maybe
twice a year, depending on the seasonal rotation, I travel to Ascension Island to ring
birds there. My main study species is the sooty tern, of which I have ringed ten and a
half thousand birds to date. I have also taken blood samples from all but one of the
different bird species on Ascension Island, and I hope to catch the last species during
my visit in 2008. The blood samples are used for DNA analysis, and are kept by the
University of Copenhagen in the World Bird Gene Bank. Samples of blood that I took
from the masked boobies on Ascension were used to help identify a new sub-species.
Since joining RAFOS, I have been on expeditions to Hungary, Cyprus, the Outer
Hebrides, Sanda Island and Lundy Island, all of which had a ringing element. I go to
Ascension Island with the Army Ornithological Society (AOS) and my flight, because I
am now a non-serving member of the RAF, is funded by the RSPB, who in return
receive the data I collect.
As RAFOS Ringing Co-ordinator, I have been concerned about the apparent low
number of ringers in the Society. Surprisingly, attempts to discover the true number of
ringers in RAFOS has always proven to be inconclusive. Therefore, if you are a ringer,
do let me know so that we can keep an up to date list.
The Cyprus Expedition in Apr/May 2008 is a golden opportunity for RAFOS ringers to
exercise, demonstrate and improve their skills. RAFOS has been asked to send as
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many ringers as possible and it would be great to be able to demonstrate to a foreign
wildlife authority the skills and contributions that RAFOS ringers are able to offer. I
personally see the expedition as a chance to practice an activity that gives me immense
pleasure and at the same time give back valuable data so that people are able to better
understand the bird life in their country.
This August, I am holding a ringing experience weekend at the excellent ringing site
operated by Tony Crease, a RAFOS member, at Catterick and three people have
registered their interest so far. If you have ever wondered what ringing entails, please
do get in touch with me. My email addresses are: colin.wearn738@mod.uk or
parusater@btinternet.com and my telephone numbers are 01865 847943 (Home),
01494 496699 (Work) and 07967 372522 (Mobile).
RINGING RETURNS. In the last Newsletter I (Ed) asked if anyone had recovered a
bird ring, sent it to the BTO and received a reply. Thanks to Maggie Sheddan for her
response.
1.

Ring No: ER40758

Species: Puffin

Ringing details: (Ring not verified)
Age: 2 years + (6)
Sex: Unknown
Ringing date: 15 Jun 91
Place: Craigleith Island, North Berwick, East Lothian, Scotland
Grid Ref: NT5587. 5604N 00243W
Ringer: Lothian RG
Finding Details:
Date: 21 Jul 06. Finding info: (as above ) Not fresh . HG or LBG kill
Time since ringing: 5515 days
Reporter: Ms M Sheddan
2.

Ring No: ET66137

Distance 0 km

Direction

0 deg

Ref 280706KR
Species: Puffin

Ringing details: (Ring not verified)
Age: 3 years + (8)
Sex: Unknown
Ringing Date: 26 Jun 99
Place: Craigleith Island, North Berwick, East Lothian, Scotland
Grid Ref: NT5587. 5604N 00243W
Ringer: Lothian RG
Finding details:
Date: 21 Jun 06. Finding info: (As above) Not fresh HG or LBJ kill
Time since ringing: 2552 days

Distance 0

Direction

0 deg

Reporter: Ms M Sheddan
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ONE GOOD TERN…
By Paul Triggs
Reading the request for information on ringing recoveries in the latest newsletter (No
82) made me recall an exciting recovery that I received details of earlier in the year. But
first, let me fill you in with some important background information.
A little history

Common Tern
I have been heavily involved for the last twenty years in the conservation and
management of a Common Tern (Sterna hirundo) colony, situated inside a
commercially operating steel works located at the head of the Dee estuary, on the
border between North Wales, Cheshire and the Wirral. There has been a colony of
between 10 and 80 pairs of Common Terns on the estuary since the early 1920s, but it
frequently suffered from tidal inundation and subsequently the tern’s status was
somewhat precarious. Terns occasionally attempted to nest on bunds within water
bodies that acted as water treatment tanks in the steel works, but instead of being
thwarted by tidal floods their breeding attempts failed due to predation from rats, foxes
and weasels.
Things changed dramatically for the better in 1970, when British Steel, now Corus, at
the request of the Merseyside ringing group (the Group) declared the pools and
adjacent reed beds a nature reserve and the construction of artificial nesting areas for
the terns commenced. That year one raft was constructed and anchored in the centre
of one of the pools, amazingly 12 pairs nested on the raft and 17 pullus Common Terns
were ringed. Next year more rafts were constructed and the colony increased to 75
pairs, limited only by the available nesting area on the rafts; this success saw the Group
receive the Prince of Wales Award for nature conservation in Wales. Over the
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subsequent years, as the available nesting area has been expanded to its present
format of three ‘islands’ constructed from the bunds that venture into the water bodies,
the colony has gone from strength to strength and it is now the largest colony in Wales
and one of the five largest colonies in the UK. Indeed, this year over 700 pairs
successfully bred.
Up to 2004 just over 14,000 chicks have been ringed, the vast majority of these
fledging; many recoveries have been received from within the United Kingdom and a
large number of offspring from the colony have formed the nucleus of a new colony, that
has been established in the Mersey estuary with again the terns using artificial nesting
areas. Recoveries abroad have numbered nearly 100, with the bulk of these reported
from many of the countries that make up the Common Tern’s established wintering area
on the West African coast from Senegal through to Togo. However some Common
Terns occasionally venture further south and the Group has had one recovery of a bird
found dead in the Cape Province of South Africa back in early 1990.
What to catch next, flamingos, eagles or why not a bustard instead?
Last October (2005) I spent a very exciting couple of weeks ringing a vast variety of
species ranging from flamingos through eagles and bustards to weavers in Namibia in
the company of Tim Osborne, an American who now resides there. Tim worked in
Alaska for the US Fish and Wildlife, before moving to Namibia where he studied and
became the foremost expert on Kori Bustard (Ardeotis kori). Part of the trip was spent
at Walvis Bay catching and ringing in good numbers both Greater Flamingo
(Phoenicopterus ruber) and Lesser Flamingo (Phoenicopterus minor), along with a few
individuals of Hartlaub’s Gull (Larus hartlaubii) and Great Crested Tern (Sterna
bergii). During our stay there were a lot of terns of several species present, and Tim
mentioned that he and another ringer, there are less than ten in the whole of Namibia,
were planning to hopefully catch some terns later in the year, probably in November.
The recovery
In January of this year (2006) I got an email from the secretary of the Group stating that
one of the Common Tern pullus that we had ringed had been caught in Namibia. I
recalled the conversation that I had had with Tim Osborne back at Walvis Bay in
Namibia and sent an e-mail to him. For a couple of weeks I heard nothing and
assumed that Tim was probably ‘up country’ somewhere. Then in late February I
received an e-mail from Mark Boorman, the ringer who had actually caught the bird! He
was very excited to have had my e-mail passed on to him by Tim and was keen to have
more details, as the official report would take a considerable length of time to come
through via South Africa.
The full details are:
Common Tern - ring number SV82386. Ringed as a pullus on 23 June 2002 at Shotton
Steel Works, Flintshire.
Recovered, caught on 21 November 2005 at Mile 4 Salt works, near Swakopmund
Namibia. Mark sexed the bird as a male based on bill length.
This bird had been caught 8608 kilometres from its birthplace and is only the tenth
British ringed Common Tern reported from Namibia. Half of those have been birds
ringed on passage, probably of Scandinavian stock; it is unusual for British bred
Common Terns to cross the equator.
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VISIT TO ST KILDA - AUGUST, 2006
By Ted Ashill
It has been an ambition of mine for many years to visit St Kilda, this lonely collection of
islets way out in the Atlantic nearly 50 miles off the Outer Hebrides. I had toyed with the
idea of going with the National Trust of Scotland (NTS), but their trips are booked for years
ahead, you have to do what the party leader bids and you have to stay for a week –
weather permitting, because of course the weather having the last say can thwart any
plans for keeping to schedules. One of the aims of my proposed journey was to better the
standard of my seabird recognition skills.
My eldest son Paul and I had taken a cheapie on the overnight sleeper from Euston to
Inverness in March. When browsing around in the tourist office, Paul called me to look at
a leaflet he had picked up. It advertised a seven-day trip on a converted fishing vessel for
about half the cost of the NTS. Inquiries led me to book a trip in early August, on the
understanding that there could be no guarantee that we would reach the archipelago,
never mind land on Hirta, the largest island! Although it seemed a bit of a gamble, I took
the risk and booked. I originally had tried to go in July but all berths on board had been
booked.
I arrived at the North Pier in Oban on the Friday evening to check that everything was in
order and returned at lunchtime the next day. After stowing all our kit and receiving an
on-board safety briefing, we set sail in perfect weather at about 1430, the complement
being two crew and ten passengers. The skipper said that we would sail only by day and
would overnight at calm moorings in the shelter of the islands en route. We passed
Lismore Island and had a grand view of Ben Nevis many miles to the north at the head of
Loch Linnhe, and traversed the Sound of Mull going northwards by Staffa to Rhum. Bird
life was plentiful, mostly Common Guillemots Uria aalge, Fulmars Fulmarus glacialis
and Puffins Fratercula arctica. We moored overnight at the pier on Rhum, which is an
idyllic place, a great haven for flora and fauna. The little harbour was full of
Oystercatchers Haematopus ostralegus, but also held several Curlews Numenius
arquata. Ashore, there were many red deer – and a few midges of course! I reminded
myself that we were in Scotland in mid-summer!

Northern Gannet

Photo by John Stewart-Smith

On passage out of Rhum we started to see Gannets Morus bassanus, unmistakeable with
their very long high aspect-ratio wings and graceful effortless flight. We had three
sightings of minke whales Balaenoptera acutirostra and porpoises Phocoena phocoena.
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Great Skua and Kittywake
We stopped off to pick up two more passengers at Carbost in Skye at the pier which lies
less than a mile from the Talisker distillery – so near and yet so far! Our next ports of call
were Loch Maddy on North Uist and Leverburgh on Harris before we made for to St Kilda.
At about 1500 we saw the outline of Hirta. Puffins, Kittiwakes Rissa tridactyla, Gannets
and the sinister Great Skua Stercorarius skua abounded. We had good demonstrations
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of how the large and piratical skua displays its nasty habit of taking the food from the
industrious Kittiwakes by force.
We skirted around Boreray, the largest stack, situated 5 miles to the north-east of Hirta.
The neighbouring stack, Stac Lee, was covered with Gannets, about 60,000 of them,
about a fifth of the world population. We dropped anchor in Hirta’s Village Bay an hour
later. There was virtually no wind and only slight swell. The anchorage was very
sheltered by the two peaks and the ridge between them, the highest point being at 376m
(over 1200ft). I believe that visitors are not encouraged because St Kilda is a vulnerable
World Heritage Site where the construction of tourist accommodation would be
unwelcome. All the existing buildings are MOD or Highlands and Islands property. The
twitchers amongst us took off for a landside look-see. The native St Kilda Wren
Troglodytes troglodytes hirtensis was sighted in the old settlement buildings as was a lone
Mute Swan Cygnus olor, which has been stranded for two years. It looked very forlorn
and seems to have made no effort to return to its natural home!
The following day we managed to blag a lift to the summit from contractors maintaining
the radio transmitters. We were shown some aluminium sheeting, remnants of a Short
Sunderland that had hit the high ground in WWII. Three aircraft impacted the solid
granite hillsides during the war, the events recorded in the chapel, which stands beside
the harbour wall. After a further recce of the island, we up-anchored and tracked back to
overnight at Leverburgh, arriving there at 2200 in the red gloaming of a quite spectacular
sunset. From a shrimper tied up alongside, the cook managed to scrounge a bucket full
of prawns, which were delicious. Off Neish Point a minke whale came very close and all
the way back we encountered the swarms of Guillemots, Puffins and Gannets again.
They seemed to be feeding the whole time, presumably because they were nurturing their
young. During most of the return passage we were escorted by several Fulmars.
A short stop at Carbost allowed the landing of the two passengers we had picked up
there and tracking back into the open sea, we passed the Copenhagen registered
Danmark, a fully-rigged four-masted schooner. Our haven for that night was Canna,
where we were serenaded by the eerie call of what I recalled as Great Northern Diver
Gavia immer. The last time I had heard that loon had been in Canada, but since the
Recorder for Canna, Bob Swann has no records of GND for August, but does have some
at that time of year for calling Red-throated Diver G. arctica, which fly from Rhum to feed
in Canna Bay, the species must remain uncertain. Seals were interested in our arrival as
were the Arctic Terns Sterna paradisaea. It was an early departure on our last day to
cover the long leg past Ardnamurchan through the Sound of Mull to Oban. On arrival, we
realised how fortunate we had been with the incredibly good weather conditions and the
many sightings of exciting bird life – the July trip had been unable to land on Hirta! Bill
Oddie hadn’t been as lucky as us – had he? Perhaps the most spectacular birdie event
had been watching the Great Skuas parasitizing the Kittiwakes in Village Bay. There were
several near mid-air collisions!
Did I improve my bird recognition skills? Yes, I am pleased to say I think so. Oh, and by
the way, not many people know that St Kilda is the only place in the UK without a
postcode, all mail being directed through RAF Benbecula.
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CYPRUS RECCE – NOV 06
By Dick Yates
From 12-26 Nov 06 Daphne and I carried out a recce to Cyprus in preparation for
ExCypSurv08. (The more astute will note that by employing this cunning strategy I
avoided the AGM and thus taking responsibility in person for the last Newsletter.) But I
digress. So what did I get up to?
Since Birdlife Cyprus has asked us to conduct the survey on the Akrotiri Peninsula the
first task was to contact the Commander British Forces’ office and confirm that we had
permission to work in the Western Sovereign Base Area (WSBA) in Apr/May 2008.
We have.
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Map reproduced by the kind permission of Savvas Zotos

The Akrotiri Peninsula showing likely survey areas
It was then to Nicosia for a meeting with the Chairman of Birdlife Cyprus, the Ringing
Co-ordinator, Executive Manager and several office staff. The outcome was very fruitful
and I left with a firm idea of what the aim and methodology for ExCypSurv08 would be.
This was then discussed at a meeting with members of the SBA Environment and
Conservation Office at the new Akrotiri Environmental, Education and Information
Centre on the ‘strip’ in Akrotiri Village. This is an excellent facility with an observation
deck on the roof overlooking the Salt Lake. At this meeting I finalised the aim of the
survey and methodology and this has now been approved by the SBA and Birdlife
Cyprus.
Aim
The aim of the survey is to provide meaningful and verified data on the birds, their
habitat, feeding and breeding habits within selected sites on the peninsula to assist
Birdlife Cyprus and the SBA Conservation Office in devising a practical and sustainable
conservation management plan for the area.
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Methodology
This will be achieved in the following ways:
a. Daily observations at sites selected by Birdlife Cyprus and the SBA
Conservation team, at Phassouri Reed Bed to identify micro-environments and
habitats within the reed bed and determine how certain species are using these
for feeding and breeding. Target species will be decided by Birdlife Cyprus. Eg
Ferruginous Duck.
b. Daily observations from sites specified by Birdlife Cyprus/SBA Conservation
to establish the flyways used by resident, breeding and migrant birds between
the Phassouri Reed Bed and the Akrotiri Salt Lake Reed Bed. This with
particular reference to the 2 new large aerial arrays Pluto 1 and 2.
c. Conduct daily ringing activities at sites designated by the Birdlife Cyprus
Ringing Co-ordinator, Mr Alan Crabtree. Sites will include Phassouri Reed Bed,
Akrotiri Salt Lake Reed Bed, Bishop’s Pool, the Akrotiri Gravel Pits and the scrub
land on Cape Zevgari near the military hospital. Birdlife Cyprus will provide the
rings.
d. Conduct bird surveys on a transect between Cape Gata and Gape Zevgari to
monitor numbers and species of migrant birds, in particular the arrival of
Eleonora’s Falcon.
e. If and when possible, assist with the recovery of mortalities caused by
collision with aerials to assess the number and species of bird mortalities.
For members with an interest in addition to birds there will probably be the opportunity
to undertake studies into other types of flora and fauna; in particular:
a. Butterflies, moths and other invertebrates.
b. Vegetation and flora.
c. Reptiles and amphibians.
Dates
The survey will take place from Mon 7 Apr 08 to Fri 16 May 08, assuming that we get
enough people. Ideally I would like to have 3 groups of 12, each group spending 2
weeks in Cyprus. Each group will consist of one Ringing Team (3/4 people) and 3
Observatrion Teams (3 people). The first team arriving over the weekend 5/6 Apr and
the last departing over the weekend 17/18 May 08. These dates were chosen to avoid
our teams changing over on the same weekend as Greek Orthodox Easter which is 2528 Apr 08.
Ringing
Ringing will be co-ordinated by the Birdlife Cyprus Ringing Co-ordinator, Mr Alan
Crabtree. Birdlife Cyprus are very keen on this aspect of our survey and Alan rather
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hoped that we were sending 30/40 ringers not 3/4 each time!! Birdlife will provide the
rings.
Accommodation
I called on the Stn Cdr RAF Akrotiri, Wg Cdr John Conway, and he was very supportive.
Depending on the exigencies of the Service, he saw no problem to providing us with on
base accommodation but stated that the rules regarding paying for it may be
complicated: especially as the groups are likely to comprise serving personnel, retirees
and civilians. In the light of these comments I then investigated the possibility of staying
in local accommodation in Akrotiri Village. The Information Centre Manager contacted a
few people in the village and he is confident that we can find local self-catering
accommodation at 3 or 4 houses in the village. The cost would be no more than £10
Sterling per person per night assuming 2 sharing a room.
Transport
My discussion with the Stn Cdr left me in no doubt that any form of transport from
military sources was a non starter. I therefore called on Andy’s Motors in Limassol, a
supplier of vehicles to the SBA. I met with the acting manager, the MD was off Island,
and tried to talk him into letting us have a couple of 6 seaters for 6 weeks in Apr/May
2008. Actually, he was very responsive and saw that it could be a way of getting
favourable publicity for the business, especially when I suggested that we could have
some nice big logos made up and stuck on the vehicle doors and that Birdlife would
invite the local press and TV down to cover the event. I have now written to the MD and
and await developments. It will cost us something, preparation of logos and insurance I
expect, but this could be a big money saver. Otherwise we will have to hire on the local
market and that can be expensive, although I do have another contact I will try if this
comes to nought.
Security
With regards to security the Stn Cdr said he foresaw no problems provided the overall
UK situation did not deteriorate. He did stipulate that civilians conducting survey work
inside the wire would need to be accompanied by an ID carrying member. I agreed to
this but have asked if we can have dispensation for retirees to operate free of a
chaperone. I await his response.
Costs
Now to the bit that interests everybody – if I go how much will it cost me?
Accommodation. Assume £10 per person per night -

£140

Fuel. We do not have to travel far for survey work but we will all
want to get about a bit so I am adding a fuel contribution of -

£10

Food. It is still quite cheap to eat in Cyprus so you can work on
£10 per person per day -

£140

Transport. I am assuming that all my great schemes for free or
highly subsidised transport fail and we have to hire. Therefore, to meet
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this cost I will be asking for a grant from Society funds of -

£1500

So, you can expect this trip to cost you approximately £300 plus your air fare. On 1 Sep
2007 I will be asking for a personal contribution of £50 and on 1 Mar 08 I will require the
balance, a further £100. This money will pay the accommodation bill and fuel. We will
make our contributions for food on a day by day basis depending on where we stay and
how much eating out we want to do.
Sponsorship
I have acquired a few local papers and magazines and will start the begging letters in
the New Year, I want to get a bank account first. Of course, if we do get sponsorship it
could help to reduce costs, both to individuals and the Society.
Free birding
To give everyone some incentive to sign up to this trip I propose that during each 14
day period there will be 10 days of survey work and 4 days free birding. We can use
any transport we get to ferry people around in.
Euro
Note that Cyprus is planned to join the Euro on 1 Jan 2008.
Well, that is the nuts and bolts of ExCypSurv08.
While on the Island I visited all the places that we are likely to undertake surveys and
this is what I found:
Phassouri Reed Bed. This has become very overgrown in the last couple of years.
There is a lot of water in it and while some management has been undertaken there is a
lot that needs doing. Those of you familiar with PRB probably remember the hide, this
is what it looks like now.

You have to hack through the reeds to find the walkway which has partially collapsed.
There were quite a few birds though. Waders were in short supply so late in the season
but I found a couple of Snipe and a few Dunlin and Lapwing. The wintering ducks were
there in good numbers with Shoveler, Pintail, Teal and Mallard predominant. The best
news is that Ferruginous Duck has bred in the reed bed this year and I saw a group of 4
on one visit. Coot and moorhen were present in large numbers and a few Cattle Egret
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patrolled the grazing cattle. White and Yellow Wagtails were still passing through with a
large flock of 100+ birds on the first day I was there but only ones and twos on
subsequent visits. Raptors showed well and I had at least 4 Marsh Harriers, 2 of which
were juveniles, 2 Common Buzzard, a single Hen Harrier, Peregrine Falcon and Kestrel.
Around the Island, but not specifically at PRB, Sparrowhawk seems to be more
common than on my last visit. I did not visit the reed bed on the Salt Lake side of the
road on this trip, but from the Information Centre a good number of ducks were visible
through the scope, a bit far away for ID though. The Salt Lake itself held about 2,500
Greater Flamingo.
Kensington Cliffs. I visited KC only twice and there was very little Griffon Vulture
activity. I did see a pair on 2 occasions, near Anoyira Village, and a group of 4 on the
hills at the back of the same village but these were not carrying any identification tags
on the wings and were probably visitors from Turkey. It is not a happy story on Cyprus
for these magnificent birds. There are none left in the North and in the South there may
be as few as 15 resident Griffons left. I was told that only one chick was raised on KC
this year and the outlook is gloomy, with more fatalities than births each year. These
fatalities are nearly all accidental, with birds coming to the roadside to feed on road kills
and then being hit by cars. There are plans to try and establish a feeding station again
following greater success with the one in Spain. But we can only hope that they make a
recovery and that they are not lost from the Cyprus skies for ever.
Akrotiri Gravel Pits. There is very little bird life on the gravel pits in November with the
migration virtually complete; my best find was a group of 7 Black-necked Grebe on a
small isolated pond a fair way from the track. I did not visit the area near the hospital
where the ringers are like to be operating, but Alan advises that the scrubland in that
vicinity is very good for migrants, especially in the Spring.
Likewise I did not traverse the cliff top path from Cape Gata to Cape Zevgari, but it has
always been good during the migration for pipits, wheatears, larks, shrikes and a few
raptors. We intend that this track should be walked on a regular basis with particular
interest in the returning Eleonora’s Falcons. This is about a 10-12K hike so should suit
the energetic amongst you.
Bishop’s Pool. The area round the Bishop’s Pool has been developed quite
significantly since I was last there 2½ years ago. However, the pool is now full of water,
which seems to be of better quality than in the past. Again, fairly quiet in November but
I had several Coot, Moorhen and Little Grebe; a single Pochard and half a dozen Teal,
as well as Chaffinch, Goldfinch, Yellow Wagtail, Blackcap and Robin. The ubiquitous
Hooded Crows were in evidence and last November the Island seemed to be alive with
Woodpigeon. (At Aspro Dam Pools I saw well over 150 perched on wires)
Zakaki Marsh and Ladies Mile. The marsh was well stocked with Coot, Moorhen, Little
Grebe, Teal, Shoveler, Pintail, Mallard and hundreds of Black-headed Gulls. We also
got super views of a Water Rail and heard 2 others calling. Cetti’s Warblers were
calling and another pair of warblers I couldn’t identify flitted between clumps of reeds.
On Ladies Mile Gulls were the predominant life form, mainly Black-headed and Yellowlegged. We also found a pod of about 35 Dunlin and a nice pair of Spectacled Warblers
performed well in the scrub on the back road.
As you can see, bird life is a bit in short supply in November, but in Apr and May we can
expect a bumper crop of birds.
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I visited a few other locations, Larnaca Sewage Works and Airport Pools held a good
number of birds. A small flock of Golden Plover was a nice find, huge numbers of
Cormorants, Mallard, Shoveler and Teal on the settling ponds along with about 20 each
of Pochard and Little Grebe, 9 Grey Heron, 6 White-fronted Geese, 4 White Pelicans 2
Wigeon and a solitary Spoonbill. Other birds in small numbers included Cyprus and
Sardinian Warblers, Crested, Sky and Wood Larks, Robin, Blackcap and Corn Bunting.
The winter visiting Stonechats and Black Redstarts were very common.
How do you get to come on this Cyprus Extravaganza? Included with this copy of the
Newsletter is an application form. Please fill it in and return it to me. Alternatively, you
can e-mail and I will e-mail you an electronic version. Some of you have already been
in touch to express your interest, please fill in the form anyway so that I know which is
your preferred period. I look forward to hearing from you.

Observation deck at the new Akrotiri Environmental, Education and Information Centre
looking out over the Salt Lake.
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A NEW AUTHORITATIVE LIST OF BIRD SPECIES PROPOSED AS THE
BASIS OF ENGLISH NAMES AND TAXONOMY USED IN RAFOS
PUBLICATIONS
By Mike Blair
Ornithological and birdwatching organisations, groups and societies all have species
lists, most of which they have compiled but usually based on some sort of published
authority. However, the authority cited is often determined by the scope of the
organisation. For example, a district or town naturalists’ society would quite properly
consider how best to classify the species that were their main interest, and just might
decide that Howard Saunders’ Manual of British Birds from 1899 might suit their
purpose for names and nomenclature, because they liked Willow Wren instead of
Willow Warbler. Wider-ranging organisations tend to seek a more recent and
comprehensive authority so that they don’t have too many arguments with other similar
organisations. However, it must be said that, all too often. Field Guides do not cite
which underlying authority they follow.
RAFOS initially followed the taxonomy in the list of Karel Voous for European bird
species (but it might have followed Peters); and then, increasingly from 1977 it has
referred to the Birds of the Western Palearctic (BWP – nine volumes by 1994), adopting
changes published in a bewildering array of sources. This somewhat haphazard
approach worked surprisingly well, mostly because the underlying academic principle of
the fundamental authorities has always been ‘oldest bird families first, youngest last’.
Then why, you might ask, was there ever any disagreement? The problem lay with
morphology, which very basically is comparing external and internal physical
characteristics of specimens. Those that differed by a large degree were candidates for
being accepted as separate species, those that differed by a smaller degree, but
consistently, might be considered as subspecies. However, much of this kind of
analysis necessarily is subjective, and where do you draw the line in each case? The
subject caused much furious, and often bitchy, argument.
Taking an arbitrary date, 1977, when the first volume of BWP was published, the extent
of ornithological research, especially through DNA techniques, has since presented a
picture of taxonomy that differs radically from previous approaches (though the
similarities are also impressive – especially when quite a few early views, long rejected,
have now been found to be better explanations). DNA techniques are still in their
infancy, and although they have shown that major taxonomic revisions are necessary to
explain how the new data should be accommodated, they have also produced many
grey areas and have raised many more questions that further time and effort may be
able to answer. In short, although it is timely to consider which authority RAFOS should
follow, it should be recognised that the selected authority, although providing a better
means of explaining the present state of bird taxonomy, will itself be just another step in
understanding that will eventually need revision.
Why is this so? In its simplest form, the answer is that language is inadequate to define
species in an unambiguous way, because species are not fixed in time, they are
developing and changing continuously, although there are relatively few examples that
can be shown to do so in a human lifetime. In other words, the definition of a species,
by definition, cannot be defined. However, we can derive a number of practical views
that fit quite well, and then we can tackle circumstances that don’t quite fit the general
case, to obtain explanations that are suitable for the moment. In my view, it is
inescapable that RAFOS remains with the Biological Species Concept (BSC) as a
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general principle, if only because the main alternative, the Phylogenetic Species
Concept (PSC), though presented with intellectual rigour, is simply too difficult for the
lay person to follow without the brain toppling. Even though I read the introductory
concepts each time I read an article or paper involving the PSC, they do not stay lodged
in the memory.
There are other Species Concepts, and their proponents argue them well, but they too
are not easily explainable in everyday terms. Note that the BSC can be ‘stretched’ to
accommodate the evidence - a good example being that Carrion Crow Corvus corone
is now recognised as a separate species from Hooded Crow C. cornix, despite
hybridising freely where the two populations meet in Britain. The British Ornithologists’
Union (BOU – the relevant paper is on-line) considers that because the hybridisation
zone has not grown larger (although its position has moved south or north over the last
150 years), there has been no genetic ‘swamping’ of one group by another – the
hybridisation zone is dynamically stable – and this allows the definition of a species to
explain these ‘anomalies’. Accepting this principle allows other species-pairs to be
separated – Great Spotted Woodpecker Dendrocopos major and Syrian
Woodpecker D. syriacus, for example.
Many have presented cases that suggest that various bird populations deserve full
species status, but they have not subjected their argument to being tested before
publishing it. It is very important indeed that when such changes are proposed, they
have been refereed beforehand by independent authorities – the process of peerreview. Recommended changes published without this process, as has happened in a
number of excellent bird books, are more likely to contain ‘holes’ in their reasoning and
deduction, although of course this may not be the case always. The publication of so
many independently-issued bird species taxonomic lists certainly muddies the waters,
and such lists are prone to be championed on the basis that they generally give longer
‘tick lists’! Some of the species on a Dutch taxonomic list published with much fanfare
but without peer-review a few years ago are now in retrenchment, because evidence
from studies of bird populations from remote or unresearched areas has shown that
many conclusions are wrong or misplaced.
RAFOS has mounted expeditions to Australia, Central and North America, Southeast
Asia and Arabia in its history. It seems appropriate to consider which ‘world list’
authority should underpin the taxonomy in our reports, to achieve a measure of
consistency. In the past, any attempt to use ‘world lists’ for English names or scientific
names, though laudable, ran up against well-established national or regional lists,
whose authors understandably saw themselves as the authority for their own backyard.
While editing Osprey, I have had to consult a variety of fundamental authorities for the
different aspects; amongst these have been:
BOA – BROWN, LH, EK URBAN, K NEWMAN, CH FRY, S KEITH. 1982-2004. Birds of
Africa, Vols I-VII. Academic Press (Vols I-VI). Helm (Vol VII). London. UK.
BWP – CRAMP, S, KEL SIMMONS AND CM PERRINS. 1977-1994. The Birds of the
Western Palearctic. Vols 1-9. OUP. Oxford. UK.
BWPC – SNOW, DW AND CM PERRINS. 1998. The Birds of the Western Palearctic;
Concise Edition. 2 Vols. OUP. Oxford. UK.
BWPi - CRAMP, S, KEL SIMMONS, DW SNOW AND CM PERRINS. 2004. The Birds of
the Western Palearctic;interactive. BirdGuides. Sheffield. UK.
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HBW – DEL HOYO, J, A ELLIOT AND J SARGATAL. 1992-2006-. Handbook of the
Birds of the World. Vols 1-11-. Lynx Edicions, BirdLife International. Barcelona –
Spain, Cambridge – UK.
and also, for cross-referencing, the very useful:
CLEMENTS, JF. 2000. Birds of the World – A Checklist. Pica. Robertsbridge. UK.
WELLS, MG. 1998. World Bird Species Checklist: with alternative English and
scientific names. Worldlist. Bushey. Herts. UK.
I did have a brief flirtation with:
HOWARD, R AND A MOORE. 1991. A complete checklist of the Birds of the World,
2nd edn. Academic Press. London. UK.
SIBLEY, CG AND BL MONROE JR. 1990. Distribution and Taxonomy of the Birds of
the World. YUV. London. UK.
but the former was vulnerable to challenge for what appeared to be arbitrary decisions
and the latter, it transpired, sought to extrapolate too far from evidence that was
confined to relatively few species. Now HBW is of course, a work in process, and the
editors admit to difficulties presented by research that would require earlier volumes to
be revised for consistency. They have made the sensible compromise of postponing
some changes while accepting their likely validity, at least in principle, so that the
subject can be dealt after the final volume. I would argue that none of the above listed
publications is adequate to be the main source cited by RAFOS – some are too old,
some lack overarching scope and others are not wholly based on the same quality of
information for each species or are incomplete.
Let’s turn to the question of English names for bird species. Partly in response to the
huge variety of ‘taxonomic’ lists with their own set of English names that had appeared,
and partly in an attempt to avoid the heated ‘name wars’ where the same English name
applied to two or more species in different parts of the world, the International
Ornithological Congress agreed in about 1994 to set up regional committees to discus
and propose ‘a world list’ of English names, while recognising that many taxonomic
changes covering order, sequence, splits and lumps would have to be accommodated.
These committees would flag up ‘problem’ species and would devise reasonable and
conservative solutions. Because it is ‘a’ list and not ‘the’ list, it was suggested that after
the list was published, it should be in a form (computer-based, I’m afraid) where if you
wanted to retain older names as a personal preference, you could do so and perhaps
you would not feel that new names were being imposed – if you write about a species,
you could cite both names in the first instance. Clearly, it could never be possible to
come up with a list of English names for the 10068 species in the IOC list that offended
no-one. It has now been published as:
GILL, F, AND M WRIGHT. 2006. Birds of the World: Recommended English Names.
Princeton University Press. Princeton New Jersey. USA/Christopher Helm.
London. UK. (Complete with CD containing explanatory material and Excel
Tables). (£19.99 from WildSounds).
Recently, I have been privileged to have access to the ‘final draft’ IOC list when I was
working on the Ornithological Society of the Middle East (OSME) Region List, or ORL
(with Richard Porter, Simon Aspinall and Steve Preddy). The ORL has over 1000
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entries, but we were faced on many occasions with conflicting opinions and debates
about the status of candidate entries – were they species, subspecies or should they
even be dealt with separately? We decided that we should not attempt to answer these
questions prematurely, but instead to refer to each entry as a taxon (plural taxa) to
highlight (in our assessment) where dispute did or might exist.
The IOC rationale for their decisions on English names and their account of how they
went about this task are argued in very reasonable terms indeed (I can supply it on
request). In general, I think that Gill and Wright in presenting the IOC list have
succeeded far more than any predecessors, but that this success is reinforced due to
their close agreement with the (completely revised) third edition of Howard and Moore
(which retains the name despite them both being dead) under the formidable editorship
of Edward Dickinson:
DICKINSON, EC. 2003. (Ed). The Howard and Moore complete checklist of the
birds of the world. 3rd edn. Christopher Helm. London. UK.
In this book, every species is supported by the most authoritative published reference
that could be found, but the family and species order and sequence is completely
revised in accordance with the included comprehensive overview of the latest
taxonomic research (up to 2001) on the relationship and ages of bird families and their
members, namely:
CRACRAFT, J, FK BARKER AND A CIBOIS. 2003. Avian higher-level phylogenetics
and the Howard and Moore checklist of birds.
This paper has been fully peer-reviewed and is published as an introduction to the
concept underpinning the 3rd edition.
Because of his insistence on a minimum standard for documentation, Dickinson has
produced a fairly conservative book in which the general policy has been to defer
judgement on much work on splits and lumps until an agreed procedure had been
developed, by which all such proposals could be judged fairly. The great advantage to
Dickinson in having done so is that now he and Kees Roselaar have a basis for
assessing later research and the arguments of others for changes in the 4th edition,
which is currently in preparation. I would surmise that most of the changes in the 4th
edition will deal with individual taxa – in other words, those ‘splits’ that have been
sufficiently well documented.
That Dickinson and the IOC, for taxonomy, Order and Sequence, are in step for every
bird family, and that the BOU, largely for European bird families, are very nearly so,
suggests that RAFOS should consider treating Dickinson as the general taxonomic
authority and the IOC English names list generally as the names that should be used –
this would allow RAFOS to amend a few names where it was felt near-unanimously that
we should do so. Nigel Collar of BirdLife International also sees this approach as very
sound. The IOC list accommodates more recent taxonomic developments than does
Dickinson (his cut-off publication date was mid-2002).
What are the main changes you would see in any list of birds that follows the Dickinson
and IOC Order and Sequence? This question is separate from which species we
should list and which names we should use. Change is always uncomfortable and so
we need to be persuaded. Why should we change from the Voous or Peters Order and
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Sequence (or any other?), I hear you ask. Let me put it this way: the underlying
principle of the Voous and Peters checklists is: oldest families first, youngest families
last. Within families, the same general principle applies. If you accept that principle,
then you would want it to apply to any future list, and this is why the Dickinson/IOC
Order and Sequence show so many changes, simply because research since 1977
(since Peters) has produced strong evidence to show that many families are older than
had been thought (nearly all the Australian passerines, for example), that many genera
belong in different families (Neotropic vultures are actually nearer storks than Old World
vultures) and that many species have been placed in different genera or families
(Hume’s Ground-Jay Pseudopodoces humilis is now known not to be a crow; rather it
is an aberrant tit, renamed Groundpecker Parus humilis). As a consequence,
pheasants and ducks come near the top of the non-passerine list, falcons come before
eagles and hawks, and gulls about the middle. In the passerine list, shrikes and orioles
are near the top, along with crows, tits and larks, many former ‘thrushes’ are now
‘flycatchers’, and wagtails and pipits come just before the finches. Furthermore, if you
wish to retain Voous or Peters, you would have to decide where future ‘splits’ would
have to be placed, because I suggest you would find it increasingly difficult to cite any
authority except for those that generally agree with the BOU and Dickinson.
It is my best guess that further changes to Order and Sequence in the foreseeable
future will not be on the same scale. I also think that some books will continue to be
published using the older arrangements or in individual variants, the usual British
muddle. I have produced this article for the RAFOS Newsletter and for the RAFOS
website so that the membership can have the opportunity for considering the content
and for debating it. I intend asking the RAFOS Committee to adopt the Dickinson and
IOC approaches as the Society’s policy for bird taxonomy, Order and Sequence, and for
English names to be used in RAFOS publications – this does not mean a slavish
adherence, but rather the principle in most cases, given that research keeps revealing
reasons for changes in individual cases. Note that agreement to this suggestion does
not prevent any article or paper submitted to RAFOS publications being in compliance
with any other authority, provided that these are clearly stated.
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“LET’S GO TO NEW ZEALAND” (Part Two)
By John Stewart-Smith
If you turn up your last Newsletter you will recall that John and Fran went to New
Zealand in Feb 06 and we left them with their friends in Christchurch. Read on. Ed
A look at the maps we had back at the house showed that the tidal area where I had
photographed the shags was the combined estuary of the Heathcote and the Avon
Rivers. The Avon flows right through the centre of Christchurch and the Heathcote
comes from the southern edge between the city and the Port Hills. The roads that wind
through the Port Hills connect places with quite unusual names. There is Taylor’s
Mistake (whatever that was?) on the coast and then Remarkable Dykes, between the
Sign of the Bellbird and the Sign of the Packhorse. I can’t recall spotting any
particularly remarkable dykes in the area.
The artificial lagoons seen from the heights of Port Hill seemed worth exploring,
especially as they were marked on the map as Te Huingi Manu Wildlife Reserve and Te
Huingi Martu Wildlife Reserve. When Fran and I got there we discovered we were
alone except for two City Council workers who were tidying the many tracks that wound
through the reserves. We parked between the eastern lagoon and the estuary
coastline, within a few feet of the sea. There were hundreds of Black Swans in the
water and along the shore. Canada Geese, all mixed in with several pairs of Paradise
Shelduck, outnumbered a few Mute Swans. Apparently ‘the powers that be’ have
decided to cull the Black Swans because they are too numerous and are an introduced
species – but they have also decided to protect the Mute Swan because there are not
many of them! I don’t think that story can be true, but who knows?
I was pondering that bit of information when I saw several grey and white geese
rummaging on the foreshore, close to our car. Some were all white, some were all
grey-brown and some were a mixture of the two colours. The grey-brown birds all had
white patches behind their bills, like Whitefronts but more extensive. Some birds had
this white extending back behind their eyes while others had much narrower patches.
Their shape and size looked like rather fat Greylags. I took some pictures poking the
camera lens out of the car window and then had a look in “Birds of New Zealand.” This
shows these geese as ‘Feral Geese Anser anser’ with males all white, females white
with brown on wings and thighs and juveniles all grey-brown. Bills, legs and feet are
orange-pink. I asked Malcolm Ogilvie about these birds when we got back to the UK
and he said they are descendants of farmyard geese brought to New Zealand by early
European settlers. They are now truly feral and, oddly, have not been studied in New
Zealand, so little is known about either the total population or their breeding habits.
Fran and I got out of the car to wander among the coastal shrubs and take a closer look
at some of the LBJs flitting about. We wandered off in opposite directions, I headed
north into a stand of conifers that separates the sea from a small stream flowing along a
gully. An Australasian Harrier Circus approximans was doing what harriers do best
just above the treetops, but I was attracted by strange calls coming from the upper
branches of a patch of tall conifers. The harsh and loud calls were a bit like an angry
peregrine, ‘kek-kek-kek’, so I expected to see a raptor as I moved carefully across the
pine needles to position the sun so I could get a good look at the noise source. I was
amazed to focus my bins on a kingfisher the size of a Little Owl sitting in the upper
branches of a conifer and shouting the odds about something. Another kingfisher flew
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just above the treetops and then both birds flashed off, out of sight among the foliage. I
stood for a while, thinking. Yes, I really had seen a kingfisher in a pine tree. I went
back to tell Fran about my find and met her walking towards me. We both spotted three
kingfishers hawking above the long grass of a meadow and then perching on fence
posts beside the stream at the bottom of the gully. The light was perfect so I took
several long-range ‘record’ pictures before stalking closer. I crouched within a few
yards of one of the posts and waited for a kingfisher to land. As soon as one posed for
its picture I was able to see it was juggling a big green grasshopper or caterpillar in its
bill. These birds were catching insects from the long grass. I took dozens of pictures of
my first Kingfisher Halcyon sancta before scrambling out of the gully to rejoin Fran.
She had spotted a colony of shags on the far side of one of the nearby lagoons.
We drove slowly around the lagoon perimeter, met the Council workers on the way, had
a chat and were warned not to stay on the reserves after 5pm or we might be locked in
for the weekend. There was a good selection of wildfowl on the water, including
Mallard Anas platyrhynshos, Black Swan with cygnets, Mute Swan, Canada Goose,
Australasian Shoveler Anas rhynchotis, New Zealand Scaup Aythya
novaeseelandiae and a few Coot. The shoveler drakes seemed to have even larger
bills than our shovelers and had distinctive white crescents between their black bills and
blue-grey heads. We didn’t take much notice of the coot but tried to get close to the
White-faced Herons Ardea novaehollandiae as they skulked among the plants along
the shoreline. Welcome Swallows Hirundo tahitica hawked above the water and
sipped from the surface as they zoomed along, looking very like Barn Swallows. They
also perched in the trees and plants alongside the track. We discovered that the shag
colony was in trees on an island so we couldn’t get close. There was a large flock of
several hundred New Zealand Scaup on the water close behind the island.

Pied Shag

Photo by John Stewart-Smith

This was the only time we saw a large flock of these ducks as they were usually in small
groups when seen elsewhere. I took pictures of several immature Pied Shags
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Phalacrocorax sulcirostris teetering in bushes near the track and then had a closer look
at a nearby coot. It looked exactly the same as the ones at home, so I got the books
out again. They are called ‘Australian Coots’ in the Field Guide, but they are Fulica
atra, just the same as those in Europe. They were an extreme rarity in New Zealand
until 1957 when they began to fly in from Australia in considerable numbers. They bred
in New Zealand in the following year and the population had increased to about 2000 by
1995. They are now listed as a protected self-introduced native. I suspect that the New
Zealand population has continued to increase rapidly since 1995 because we saw them
in numbers on several lakes in the Christchurch area. It seems remarkable to me that
significant numbers of coots could make the thousand mile trans-oceanic crossing from
Australia to New Zealand.
It wasn’t long before ‘Hawk-eyes’ Fran spotted a much more interesting rail when a
Pukeko Porphyrio porphyrio erupted out of the undergrowth right beside the car and
proceeded to berate us as I took pictures. Pukeko is the commonly used Maori name
for the Purple Swamphen, which could be classed as either an overgrown Moorhen or a
miniature Takahe. They never seemed to remain still, and even twitched while walking.
Pukeko are very prominent out of cover but are able to vanish completely as soon as
they reached vegetation. We left the reserves before being locked in having seen a
great selection of birds but only one other birdwatcher, and he was from Holland!
We decided that we should take a look at the Waimakariri River that flows eastwards
across the Canterbury plain from the Alps to enter the Pacific a few miles north of
Christchurch. I was thinking of the possibility of pictures of a Wrybill Anarhynchus
frontalis, a bird I had never seen. We drove to the western edge of Christchurch and
joined Highway 1 past the airport before turning off onto roads that became tracks and
then not much more than sandy spaces between the trees. We got to the riverbank
without great drama and parked the car. The river was several hundred yards wide at
this point but lacked a vital ingredient – water. It is obviously a great river in the Spring
when the snow and ice on the Alps melts and the water rushes towards the sea, but in
February the summer river consists of a series of rocky ponds joined by trickles of water
that are difficult to classify as a river. There was no sign of Wrybills, or any other bird on
the ‘river’, but there was a good selection of LBJs in the trees along the riverbank. I
discovered that Fantails respond inquisitively to lip sucking and will come very close to
see what is making the squeaking noises. I soon tired of that game as the Fantails
would not stay still for long enough to have their picture taken and my supply of spit was
running out in the heat. A few Bellbirds Anthornis melanura called nearby but they
were also very difficult to photograph. We drove carefully back to the tarmac surface
and explored both sides of the back road without finding anything to provoke a
“Wozzat?” from Fran. As we headed back to our temporary home I pondered the
knowledge that a river on the map does not necessarily mean a river on the ground.
The next day took us south of the city to explore the edges of Lake Ellesmere, a vast
freshwater lake about 30km south of Christchurch, on the road to Akaroa and the Banks
Peninsula. Lake Ellesmere is separated from the South Pacific by a narrow spit of
sandy land about 30km long. The lake extends about 15km inland from this spit and
has a varied population of waders, herons and waterfowl. We drove along a track that
follows the length of the spit and stopped to take pictures of a Sacred Kingfisher that
was flitting from a stand of eucalyptus trees to the wires of a powerline opposite.
Several pairs of Australian Magpies Gymnorhina tibicen moved around ahead of the
car, but seemed to be more wary than other birds. Two sub-species of this interesting
bird were introduced to New Zealand between 1864 and 1874; the White-backed
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Magpie from south-eastern Australia and Tasmania and the Black-backed Magpie from
northern Australia and New Guinea. These sub-species interbreed in New Zealand as
they do in Australia. There are now three discreet populations in New Zealand, two on
the North Island and the third (Black-backed) on the South Island. They inhabit the east
of the South Island southwards from Kaikoura to near Dunedin and on the west coast as
far south as Hokitika. These birds are almost as big as a Rook and are quite elegant in
the air but always look a bit shifty in pairs on the ground, as if they are up to no good.
They have a most exotic and musical call that caused me great confusion when we
heard it in the morning and evening, before associating the sound with the bird.
The spit that separates Lake Ellesmere from the ocean is reputed to be a good place for
‘fossicking’ for greenstone and gems but we were either in the wrong area or not
sufficiently dedicated fossickers. We retraced our route back from the spit to the main
road and parked in a big lay-by beside the edge of the lake and walked along a track at
the southern edge of the lake until we came to a large area of tussock grass. There
were flocks of Welcome Swallows feeding at the waters edge and resting on the
branches of small trees and on a fence. I took pictures of the swallows and then set off
into the tussocks to get right down to the edge of the lake. The tussocks were waist
high and my sandals were deep in black mud as I spotted hundreds of Pied Stilt
Himantopus himantopus feeding close to the edge of the water. I blundered through
the tussocks, across a shallow stream and almost stepped on a large bird hiding in the
cover. An Australasian Bittern Botaurus poiciloptilus gave a croak and flew out from
under my feet. One quick picture recorded my only sight of this species as it flew away
across the bushes. After falling to my knees and elbows several times and trying
desperately to keep the camera out of the mud, I finally got to the edge of the water and
hundreds of Pied Stilts were within yards of me as I lay among the tussocks. I noticed
these elegant long-legged birds had two different plumage patterns. Some were Blackwinged Stilts, known in New Zealand as Pied Stilts, but others had black rear bellies
and more extensive black on head and neck. These were hybrids of the Pied Stilt and
the much rarer endemic Black Stilt. The most recent world population figures I could
find for the Black Stilt were for 2002 when there were 72 adults in the wild and 47 others
in captivity. It is unlikely that these numbers have increased. I never did positively
identify a pure example of the Black Stilt but while sorting through my pictures after
returning to the UK I found what is probably an immature Black Stilt among a flock of
Pied Stilts. The hybrids have varying amounts of extra black in their plumage, but this is
not always immediately obvious. Apparently the hybridisation between the species is
one reason for the increasing rarity of the Black Stilt.
Having blundered through the tussocks to get pictures of the stilts I suddenly noticed
two quite tiny looking ducks among the stilt flocks. I took pictures and decided that they
could only be Grey Teal Anas gracilis although they did look very small, only fractionally
larger than the stilts. I began to flounder my way back towards where I had left Fran,
and as I fell to my knees once again I wondered if there were any venomous snakes in
New Zealand, and progressed rather more cautiously. Fran was waiting patiently for
me while she recorded all the birds I had missed while thrashing about in the tussocks.
We then drove right around the western perimeter of Lake Ellesmere (Oh for a satnav!)
until we got to the southern edge of the lake where a small river flows into the lake. A
sign by the path along the riverbank said “Bird Hide 30 minutes” so we set off down the
track. A dead Mute Swan floated in the river where it entered the lake. A Black Swan,
her two cygnets and a couple of shags avoided this body. A fairly new boardwalk led
through the trees growing out of the water to a hide looking out directly into the sun. The
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midday sun in New Zealand really is in the NORTHERN half of the sky. Thus at midday
your shadow points SOUTH, opposite to the familiar situation in northern latitudes.
There was nothing of interest to be seen so we set off back towards the car, wondering
which athletic soul had covered the distance in half an hour. I took some pictures of
Welcome Swallows plucking insects from plants as the birds almost hovered in the
breeze. Angela Turner, author of “Swallows & Martins”, was interested in these
pictures. A flock of Pukeko gathered in a meadow among grazing cattle, but they were
too far away for pictures. Instead, I concentrated on one Grey Warbler that was
skulking about near where we had parked the car. We both saw a small non-descript
bird high up on the trunk of a tall tree, behaving like a Tree-creeper. There aren’t any
tree-creepers in New Zealand. I was eager to get a picture. The bird scuttled around to
the other side of the trunk (as they do) before I could focus the camera and it had
vanished by the time I got to the other side of the tree. I said, “Oh dear me!” or
something to that effect and Fran was so shocked that she went off to a nearby
farmhouse to buy some excellent honey.
When we got back to Christchurch after a long day in the sun I mentioned blundering
about in the Ellesmere tussock grass to Tim. He told me that there are no venomous
snakes in New Zealand, but he didn’t sound too sure to me. He then said there weren’t
any snakes of any kind in New Zealand. I asked him when Saint Patrick had visited, but
he just handed me another beer and half a cooked cow. I said I’d counted over 400
Stilts on the lake and was informed that 3,000 is normal. So I tucked into a huge
barbecue and many tins of the local brew stopped me thinking about stilts and snakes –
and everything else.
Next day it was time to set off for Fran’s surprise birthday party that Rachel and Tim had
arranged in some remote place a long way from Christchurch. The location was the
surprise; Fran already knew it was her birthday. The car was loaded with ‘secret’
birthday presents, mysterious bottle-shaped packages, cameras, bins, bird books,
maps, boots, wet weather clothing (!), sleeping bags and anything else than could be
crammed into the car and we set off, heading south. Tim demonstrated the mach kiwi
driving technique as he slapped the auto gearbox into 3 and overtook everything at
ground level. Traditional Maori greetings were exchanged between drivers as we saw
just how quickly it was possible to drive on Highway 1. Fran and Rachel chatted
together in the back seats while I concentrated on unclenching my buttocks. As we
crossed the long road bridge over the Ashburton River I saw a few small terns that I
recognised as Black-fronted Tern Sterna albostriata. We couldn’t stop on the narrow
bridge and by the time we got to the south end I had lost sight of the birds. I didn’t know
it then but that was my only sight of these ‘common endemic’ birds and I missed the
opportunity for pictures.
We continued travelling south on the Premier Highway of the South Island until Tim
swung inland onto a gravel road, and with only occasional dithering at unmarked
junctions and much turning of maps in the back seat, we arrived at Dansey’s Pass high
in the mountains. At the top we stopped to let the car cool down after the long climb,
Fran and Rachel went for a walk and I took pictures of the surrounding mountains and
listened to the silence. We then drove on to Dansey’s Pass Coach Inn to be welcomed
by a friendly Labrador and excellent beer. Apparently, a local stonemason built the inn
in 1862 and was paid one pint of beer for each stone he laid - the walls are still fairly
straight and upright. We sat on the veranda in the sunshine with the dog and our
drinks, the only customers at the inn. They don’t do crowds on South Island.
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Studying the map I noticed that the road we had just driven up is marked “sometimes
closed in summer and always marginal in winter!” The unpaved roads in New Zealand
are all classified as to their ‘passability’ and many are marked ‘four-wheel drive only.’
Our next stop was another excellent pub that used to cater for the gold miners. The
single long bar had an interesting collection of pictures of the days of intensive gold
mining in the area plus a good selection of beers. There was slight confusion when
Fran mentioned vegetarian food, but after a meal and a few drinks we continued
towards our still secret destination.
This proved to be a remote and very beautifully located village called St. Bathans where
Rachel and Tim had rented the old police cottage (and Gaol) for Fran’s birthday. St.
Bathans began life with a gold strike at Dunstan Creek in 1863, with two or three
hundred miners working the area and a tent town that included twenty stores and four
pubs. The population rose to 2000 before the gold ran out in the 1930s. The village
now has a total permanent population of six people, but includes an excellent pub called
the Vulcan Hotel, built in 1882, where the locals from the surrounding countryside
gather to eat, drink and tell each other stories.
The police cottage we were to occupy overlooks old gold diggings that have left a deep,
pale blue lake surrounded by weathered clay cliffs. We unpacked and set off to the pub
which was busy with customers from God knows where and we had an excellent meal.
I then met the owner and discovered that he produces his own single malt whisky called
St. Bathan’s Gold on site, I tried a glass and immediately bought a few bottles. As I
poured another glass from my bottle the landlord said, “You can’t do that!” I looked
confused, and he explained that he made more by selling it by the glass than by the
bottle. I poured him a glass and apologised and that seemed to solve the problem.
I have a vague memory of walking back to the cottage listening to a Morepork Owl
Ninox novaeseelandiae calling and some other birds making a great deal of noise down
by the dark lake. I heard something scuffling about in the undergrowth beside the road
and discovered it was me. We sat on the veranda celebrating Fran’s birthday and
drinking St. Bathan’s Gold while I tried to recognise the birds calling from the lakeside.
They were Spur-winged Plover, but it took a long time for me to remember their name.
Spur-winged Plover seem to occupy the Lapwing niche in New Zealand and are
common well inland as well as along the coastline. Fran’s birthday celebrations
continued until the Spur-winged Plover went to sleep and at least one bottle had been
confined to the bottle bank.
I think we left St. Bathans some time next day and drove sedately out of the mountains
towards Dunedin. I spotted two New Zealand Falcon Falco novaeseelandiae sitting on
posts overlooking the gravel road but nobody seemed too interested in birds. I had
almost totally recovered by the time Tim drove into Dunedin and then along the
northwest shore of Otago Harbour, towards his sister’s home. As we followed the
winding road along the coastline we came to a series of small muddy inlets bounded by
the highway and on one of them several Royal Spoonbills Platalea regia sifted the
muddy water within yards of the traffic on the main road. We found a handy spot to
stop, assembled my camera and wandered through the traffic to take pictures of these
odd-looking birds. Nobody passing seemed to take the slightest interest in these birds,
which were a first for Fran and me.
Finally, we arrived at Tim’s sister’s home perched on a steep slope overlooking Otago
Harbour and were made very welcome. The trees on the slope above the garden held
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several New Zealand Pigeon Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae. These large, colourful
endemic birds were driven to the edge of extinction in the early 1900s before being
protected in 1921. The population is still under threat from illegal hunting, predation and
starvation. They only lay one egg per clutch but may produce 2 or 3 clutches per
season but their breeding productivity is still low because of loss of eggs and chick to
rats, stoats and possums (all introduced). Possums also compete for the fruit relied
upon by the pigeons. These beautiful birds have a key ecological role in the
regeneration of native forests by dispersing the seeds of fruiting trees and shrubs that
are too large to be dispersed by other birds.
There were several bird feeders around the garden and these attracted many
Silvereyes Zosterops lateralis that flitted about, making them difficult to photograph. I
became so absorbed in watching the birds in the garden and scanning the waters of
Otago Harbour for larger species that I didn’t notice that everyone else, except Mary’s
collie, had retired to the house
Next morning we were taken to the shore at Aramoana at the end of the spit that marks
the western side of the entrance to Otago Harbour. This low-lying sandy spit has a
stand of old conifers surrounding two or three houses, and is directly opposite Taiaroa
Head and Pilots Beach. Fran and I planned to visit the opposite shore before heading
further south to Stewart Island. The tide was out and our party of six, plus Megan the
collie, were the only people on the sweeping beach. A huge merchant ship towered
above us as it made its way carefully through the narrow entrance to the long inner
harbour; the channel was obviously deep close to the beach. The opposite shore had
low cliffs under the towering mass of Taiaroa Head and the slopes opposite were
pocked with hundreds of closely spaced little hummocks. I assumed these to be the
famous breeding colony of Royal Albatross Diomedea epomophora, but this proved to
be wrong. They were shag nests and the breeding albatrosses were much less
numerous as we discovered on a visit to the colony a few days later.

Royal Albatross

Photo by John Stewart-Smith

The Royal Albatross breeding colony at Taiaroa Head is the only mainland albatross
breeding colony in the world. These birds are similar in size to the better-known
Wandering Albatross, with a wingspan of 350mm (11.5ft) and with adults weighing
about 9kg, almost 20lbs in old money. Wandering Albatross can weigh as much as
11.3kg (25lbs) making them amongst the heaviest flying birds. There are two races of
the Royal Albatross, both endemic to New Zealand and the surrounding islands. The
northern race (D.e.sanfordi) breeds at Taiaora Head and on the Chatham Islands.
Adults differ from the southern race (D.e.epomophora) by having all-black upper
surfaces to their huge wings. The southern race has variable amounts of white
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spreading back from the inner leading edges of the wings and this race breeds on the
Campbell and Auckland Islands. When seen close-up at rest on the sea with their
wings folded, the easiest distinguishing feature between the Royal Albatross and the
Wandering Albatross is the black edges of the upper mandible extending for the full
length of the tremendous gape in the 7 inch long bills of the Royals. This black line
looks almost like an application of black lipstick!
Although the total population of the Royal Albatross numbers between 10,000 and
20,000 pairs, with about 7,700 at Chatham Is and 7,500 pairs at Campbell Is, the colony
at Taiaora Head remains very small. The Head was first colonised by Royals in about
1919 but despite protection there are still only 17 pairs breeding there with most losses
attributed to human interference and some predation by dogs and mustelids. Tight 24hour protection is now in place but the prolonged breeding cycle of these magnificent
birds makes for a slow increase in numbers.
As we walked along the sunlit sands I spotted a few of these huge albatrosses soaring
around the headland opposite. They were too far away for good pictures, but there was
plenty of interest closer to us where Kelp Gulls Larus dominicanus were feeding by
splashing their heads and necks below the surface of the water above a patch of kelp. I
wonder if that is how they got their name? I got pictures of several Kelp Gulls in the
water and sitting on poles by the tide line. A family of Variable Oystercatchers
Haematopus unicolor were skulking around a rocky outcrop, but the constant nagging of
their youngster revealed their position. They are listed as ‘uncommon endemic’ in the
Field Guide, but we saw them fairly commonly on both coasts of the South Island and
on Stewart Island. The black phase birds at Otago Harbour allowed a very close
approach and I took pictures of their all-black plumage, brilliant red eyes and bright red
legs and bills. A few fully-grown juveniles were ‘peeping’ around their parents while
showing the washed out pink colour of their legs and bills. A Little Black Shag
Phalacrocorax sulcirostris flew low over the shoreline and I managed a few quick shots
before it moved off up the estuary. We were well below the southern limit for this small
native shag and I was lucky to get pictures of the only one we saw. Juvenile Pied
Shags were common and the adults seemed to remain apart from the youngsters,
unlike the oystercatcher parents who stuck closely to their offspring. Red-billed Gulls
Larus novaehollandiae and White-fronted Terns were milling about overhead,
providing opportunities for flying pictures of these elegant birds. We had almost
completed our circumnavigation of the spit when I saw a small wader, about the size
and shape of a Ringed Plover, running around on a patch of green weed on the sand.
This bird was alone on the beach and was very timid of my approach. It looked fairly
nondescript, brownish with a white belly and a faint hint of an indistinct chest band and I
thought it was either a juvenile or one in non-breeding plumage, but that wasn’t much
help because I still hadn’t recognised it and didn’t know the breeding season of the local
little waders anyway. After a lot of patient stalking I got close enough to begin taking
pictures, but it kept darting away in little bursts of high-speed running. Later careful
perusal of the pictures made me decide that this was my first Banded Dotterel
Charadrius bicinctus. The Field Guide describes them as having ‘a confusing range of
plumages according to age, sex and the time of year.’ There was certainly nothing
distinctive about the little shore bird I spent so long trying to get close to, but there is
nothing more likely in the NZ Guide.
By now my companions had all wandered far ahead of me and eventually noticed that I
was no longer with them. When I overtook them they asked why I had been taking
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pictures of the ground; they hadn’t even seen the little wader and had decided that the
sun was getting to me.
I thought it was time to get Fran’s birthday present. A picture by Audrey Bascand hung
on a wall in Mary’s home and it particularly attracted Fran and me. Mary said that her
work was sometimes available in a Dunedin art gallery so we set off to the gallery. The
gallery owner perked up when I asked for an Audrey Bascand and I learnt that she is
one of New Zealand’s most respected artists. I knew which picture Fran wanted, but
there were two others that I found impossible to resist. The gallery owner agreed to a
generous discount for the three pictures and we set off back to the house with our
booty. My credit card had taken a considerable hammering but the pictures are great
reminders of the beauty of New Zealand and the skill of Audrey Bascand. My Scottish
ancestry demanded the remainder of the day at rest after this spending spree.
Next morning Fran and I thanked our hosts for their wonderful hospitality, said a
temporary goodbye to Rachel and Tim and set off to explore the rest of the Otago
Peninsula on our way to the southern end of South Island. We had made a reservation
at Penguin Place on the opposite side of Otago Harbour and we drove out of Dunedin
and followed the road that winds along the coast, through Portobello, to the end of the
road at The Royal Albatross Centre at Taiaroa Head. My initial reaction was one of
disappointment as the first impression was of a tourist trap. As we sat at an outdoor
table with coffee and buns discussing our next move the brilliant sunlight was blocked
for a second as a huge Royal Albatross swept low over our heads. We decided to give
the accompanied, and very expensive, tour a miss and went out to the adjacent car park
to look for albatrosses. A varied selection of seabirds milled about in the updraft on the
cliffs, but albatrosses were not among them. We decided to push on to Penguin Place
where we were to spend the night and hoped to see Yellow-eyed Penguins
Megadyptes antipodes.
Penguin Place seemed much less commercial than Taiaora Head as we dumped our kit
in very clean and comfortable accommodation overlooking Otago Harbour. They have
a web site at www.penguin-place.co.nz and say that bookings are essential. In
common with most places we stayed in New Zealand this accommodation was very well
equipped with showers, kitchen, sitting room and comfortable beds, all at a very
reasonable price. Several other groups were staying at Penguin Place including some
people from Canada, a Chinese/Japanese couple and someone who seemed unsure
where he came from and where he was going – like, cool man.
A minibus arrived outside the accommodation at the appointed minute and we set off to
see the penguins returning home after a days fishing in the ocean to feed their
youngsters. We were escorted through a series of covered trenches, right into the area
where the penguins breed. This area of sloping brush-covered ground overlooks a wide
bay with a long beach. We were there towards the end of the breeding season that
lasts for 28 weeks from mid-August to early March and the fledglings were just about
ready for their first trip to the sea and both parents were kept busy feeding the voracious
youngsters. The total world population of Yellow-eyed Penguins is about 4,000 birds
but there are only a few hundred occupied nests scattered along the southeast coast of
South Island, with smaller colonies on Stewart Island. There are other colonies on
offshore islets and on Auckland and Campbell Islands, even further south. The adult
birds are about 65cm tall and weigh 5-6kg. They have a life expectancy of about 25
years but only about 15% of the chicks reach breeding age.
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We were lucky enough to be in the right place when several adults came ashore to feed
their youngsters. The adults just appeared out of the surf, waddled to the shoreline and
then wandered very slowly across the beach before beginning a long climb through
broken ground to their nesting sites. Some of the juveniles apparently move up to
500km north from their breeding sites on their first year at sea, but the adults do not
follow an annual migration route and stay close to their home beach, making daily
fishing trips before returning home as daylight wanes.
Fran and I had the opportunity to explore the virtually deserted coastline to the south of
Penguin Place and found several excellent birding spots including Papanui Inlet,
Hoopers Inlet and Sandfly Bay. We were able to use the car as a mobile hide and take
very close pictures. I was surprised to come across a few Caspian Terns Sterna
caspia right beside the track; I had last seen these birds in Arabia and thought I was
lucky to get such close pictures of this ’uncommon native.’

Caspian Tern

Photo by John Stewart-Smith

We drove right around the shoreline of Hoopers Inlet and saw many Spur-winged Plover
striding about the mudflats among the Pied Stilts. These relatives of ‘our’ Lapwings did
not seem to congregate in cohesive flocks like Vanellus vanellus do, but wandered
about as individuals, more or less ignoring birds of their own species that happened to
be nearby. We both took close up pictures of all the birds as we drove slowly past,
ignored by the waders. Some of the oystercatchers needed careful scrutiny to decide if
they were the ‘abundant native’ Pied Oystercatcher H. ostralegus or the rarer
‘uncommon endemic’ Variable Oystercatcher. The Variable Oystercatcher has three
colour phases, with a continuous gradient between them so anything from a totally black
oystercatcher to one with plumage almost identical to the Pied Oystercatcher could be a
Variable Oystercatcher. The clue is that a pied Variable Oystercatcher is bigger and
heavier and has a smudged border between the black neck and the white belly whereas
the pied Pied Oystercatcher has a sharp border where the two colours meet on the
chest. Fran raised her eyebrows at this piece of information and said, “That’s as much
use as Malcolm Ogilvie’s method of differentiating between a shag and a cormorant.”
Fran and I had been standing with Malcolm outside his house on Islay when Fran
challenged my recognition of some black birds on distant rocks. She asked Malcolm, a
world expert ornithologist, what was the best way to tell a shag from a cormorant.
Malcolm looked thoughtful and replied, “Well, a cormorant has 16 tail feathers and a
shag has 18 – or perhaps it’s the other way around.”
We dove on and came to a tarmac cul-de-sac that led up Sandymount Road to
Sandymount Hill. This turned out to be a wider place at the end of the track where one
could park to admire the view and, crucially, have room to turn without risking going off
the track. A look at the map showed it was possible to reverse our direction and drive to
an isolated bay called Sandfly Bay. Fran agreed that Sandfly was our next destination
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but said she wanted to walk across country and would meet me there. My route along
wandering tracks was at least five times as long as her direct route. Sandfly Bay was
very beautiful – and not a sandfly in sight! I walked down through sandhills onto a vast
deserted beach where big Pacific surf thundered onto the sand from a brilliant blue
ocean. I made my way towards the northern end of the beach as I expected Fran to
appear over the skyline from that direction. A female New Zealand sea lion lay sleeping
on the sand at the base of the cliff. She was partially covered in blown sand and I was
quite close before I saw her. Her mate dozed some distance away, with a Red-billed
Gull perched on his back. I took a few pictures from a respectful distance.
Fran appeared after some time and made her way down the steep descent to the
beach. I had moved further up the beach and was able to watch as the male seal lion
reacted angrily to Fran’s arrival and charged across the sand to protect his mate from
the intruder. Fran got some very good pictures of an angry bull sea lion before she
realised that she was standing more or less between the pair. She was still quite
relaxed when she joined me and told me that she had met a Yellow-eyed Penguin
climbing up the slope as she was coming down, so there must be a penguin breeding
area at Sandfly Bay as well as at Penguin Place.
We drove back along a track called Seal Point Road and eventually got to the tarmac
again on Highcliff Road. This is an alternative, inland, route between Portobello and
Dunedin. It’s an exciting winding road with steep drops on many of the bends but the
views are well worth the diversion. We stopped at the shop/post office at Portobello for
supplies and I took the opportunity to photograph a big flock of gulls roosting right
beside the centre of the village. These were mostly Red-billed Gulls but I spotted some
slimmer and more elegant birds that turned out to be Black-billed Gulls. A quick dash to
the shop for a sliced loaf and I was able to sit on a roadside bench taking close-up
pictures of both kinds of gull. Bird watching and photography in New Zealand hardly
qualifies as ‘strenuous.’
After we cooked our evening meal at Penguin Place Fran said she would like to go to
Pilots Beach at Taiaroa Head to see the Blue Penguins coming ashore in the dark. We
discovered that the road down to Pilots Beach was closed before sunset each evening
to protect the birds as they struggle up the steep slopes to their nests. Fran walked
down the track to the fence that kept spectators off the beach. Nothing much happened
until it was so dark that it was difficult to see, but the little penguins suddenly arrived out
of the dark water and waddled ashore. They seemed used to the spectators and were
soon making a lot of noise as they arrived home for the night. The arrivals lasted for
about an hour and it was quite dark as we started the car to return to Penguin Place.
Headlights and slow progress were both essential as the smallest penguins in the world
dithered about crossing the main road almost under our wheels.
Next morning the weather had broken with overcast skies and dark clouds threatening
rain as we made an early departure heading southwards towards Bluff and the
passenger ferry to Stewart Island. We had a choice of two routes, one fairly direct
along tarmac roads and another winding along the coast on an unsealed road through a
very remote and beautiful area called the Catlins Coast. The second route really
required several days to do full justice to the rain forest and outstanding natural beauty
so I chose the faster route to get to the daily ferry and our hotel reservation on Stewart
Island. But Fran had decided that we had time to see part of the Catlins and still get to
Bluff before the ferry departed. I responded with a protruding bottom lip and grumpy
silence as we left the tarmac and took to the unpaved track in worsening weather. The
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guidebook said that “the 126km stretch of road through the Catlins should present no
problems to vehicles in summer now that most of the gravel sections are being graded”.
We barrelled down this deserted track in grumpy silence until we came to an inlet of the
sea where Fran wanted to explore. I sulked beside the parked car in the blustery rain
while Fran set off in silent disapproval of my childish behaviour: still, once we missed
the ferry I’d be proved right! I walked the short distance to overlook a rocky inlet being
pounded by huge grey breakers when Fran appeared with the news that she had found
an occupied Yellow-eyed Penguin nesting site, complete with adult and chick. They
were crouching under a dark overhanging bush to remind me that these birds were
natural inhabitants of the forest floor before much of the native forest in this area was
felled in the 1840s. As it was too dark for photography we returned to the car to discuss
peace terms.
As we continued south the road got better and better and soon we were zipping down a
long tarmac straight into Invercargill; much sooner than I expected. A short drive
southwards to Bluff took us right to the ferry terminal where we unloaded our kit in
plenty of time for the ferry. Fran had pre-booked our tickets so all I had to do was park
the car in the secure parking area and then sit quietly waiting to board the ferry. Fran
had been right (again!), but didn’t say so. That was even worse.
The ferry was a large jet-powered catamaran with a passenger cabin rather like a widebody airliner. The captain stood at his controls at the front of the cabin, chatting to the
passengers and giving a weather forecast for the crossing. He said it was going to be
pretty rough, particularly as we left Bluff Cove and began the crossing of the Foveaux
Strait towards Stewart Island. He was right. The big vessel pounded through very
rough and confused seas as the skipper swung the helm and adjusted the power to
meet the bigger waves head-on. I had assembled the big lens on my digital camera in
the hope of getting some seabird shots during the crossing, but it didn’t look too hopeful
at first. As we got further out into Foveaux Strait the seas became less confused but
the low clouds kept the outlook pretty gloomy. I got permission to leave the cabin and
wedge myself in a corner of the aft deck and a crewmember was detailed to come with
me. I suppose her job was to tell the captain when I was washed overboard. Before
long I was able to forget the rolling and pitching of the ship as hundreds of Sooty
Shearwaters (“Muttonbirds”) Puffinus griseus came swirling out of the gloom to
surround us. The light was bad and it was difficult to track the birds through the big
lens, but I kept trying, much to the amusement of my safety girl. I did get several
pictures of the birds careening through the murk, interspersed with close-up pictures of
various bits of the ship that swung into view when not required.
The Sooty Shearwater is slightly larger and much heavier than the Manx Shearwater.
The principal breeding colonies are off New Zealand, particularly in the area we were
crossing in the ferry. The birds leave the breeding colonies in March to May and follow
a vast figure 8 migration route up to Alaska before returning to the breeding grounds in
September. While on Stewart Island I was told that the first Muttonbirds return on
exactly the same day each year. I noticed two features of these birds while trying to
maintain my balance on the tossing rear deck of the ferry as we crossed Foveaux Strait.
First, when seen head-on they appeared to have remarkably thin wing sections and
second, when they swung overhead their underwings showed a distinct silvery colour.
Things got even more interesting when one .. two .. three great albatrosses came
scything across the wake of the ferry and swung around the sky in effortless grace. I
tried to attract Fran’s attention but she was clinging firmly to her seat and not overly
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interested in albatrosses at that moment. She loves islands but is not keen on the
stretches of water between them. My ‘safety girl’ said they wouldn’t allow anyone else
out on deck. She explained that if one passenger went overboard it would be an
accident, but to lose several could count as carelessness.
I tried to concentrate on the three albatrosses swinging across the sky in vast loops but
the flocks of shearwaters were distracting. I finally managed to focus on the albatrosses
and then realised that they were of three different species. The first was a Salvin’s
Albatross (Mollymawk) Diomedea salvini that I think is the most attractive of all these
big birds. We were right in the middle of the breeding season for this sub-specie of the
Shy Albatross which breeds on The Snares to the southeast of Stewart Island. The
Salvin’s Albatross, or Mollymawk as it is known in New Zealand, has a light grey face,
throat and hindneck with a paler grey crown. Its heavy bill has got a black patch at the
tip of the lower mandible and a lemon-yellow top to this appendage. The grey face is
fairly obvious at longish ranges but the real recognition point is the narrow black leading
and trailing edges to the white underwing, with a diagnostic black triangular fillet at the
inner leading edge of the underwing.
I had no sooner managed to focus on the Salvin’s and fire a few pictures in the murky
light while keeping my footing than I saw the second albatross again. I finally managed
one picture of this Grey-headed Albatross (Mollymawk) D. chrysostoma and then
realised that I was about to burst. I had been holding my breath all the time I was
tracking the bird. My ‘minder’ rolled her eyes upwards as she watched an old fool trying
to asphyxiate himself. The Field Guide notes that the Grey-headed Albatross ‘ranges
widely through southern oceans, and a few visit New Zealand coastal waters, especially
in winter.’ I was lucky to get the picture in late summer. Perhaps this bird was on one of
its circumpolar flights. The main recognition feature of the Grey-headed to separate it
from the Salvin’s is the thickness of the underwing black leading edges. They are much
thicker than the Salvin’s and they also lack the Salvin’s ‘fillet.’ At last I became aware
that the seas had dropped and we were in almost calm water, under the lee of Stewart
Island that loomed out of the murk.

Black-browed Albatross

Photo by John Stewart-Smith

Having arrived on Stewart Island John did get back safely. But by mutual agreement
we have decided that he will conclude the tale of his travels on this remote spot. He is
more than happy to talk about the trip if anyone is thinking of going to NZ and wants
some advice. Ed.
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WHAT’S THE BILL?
RAFOS AT PORTLAND
2006
By Dick Knights

Last year’s annual weekend of RAFOS at the Bird Observatory at Portland started for
Jan and I with a visit to the RSPB reserve at Radipole. It’s an age thing – it’s a long,
slow drive down from Brize Norton and there are toilets in the car park. Bill Francis was
already there (at the reserve: I make no inference as to his age) enjoying a cup of tea.
We managed to tick off the expected ducks, gulls and waders but there was nothing
particularly exciting: no Spotted Crake nor Bearded Tit this year. The Cetti’s Warbler
was true to form, heard but not seen despite time spent trying to spot it in its usual bush,
and I shouldn’t be so dismissive of the Kingfisher because I don’t get to see many of
them. Onwards to the Bill (Portland, not Francis) and the Observatory.
The accommodation at the Observatory was at full capacity so we were asked to wait
for the allocation of rooms from the Bodleys’ master plan rather than a free-for-all with
its potential for rumours if not divorce proceedings. The discussion over tea was the 2
Rose-coloured Starlings reportedly seen in the area earlier, one of them at the
Coastguard cottages. Supper was a squeeze, getting over 20 of us seated, but
convivial as usual, and the Kitchen Wall Challenge 06 was started. As a not very
serious thank you for organizing the weekend, Dave Bodley was presented with a pair
of doggy binoculars.
I haven’t seen Bill Francis’ photo that the
Editor is threatening to include, (You have
now! Ed) but I hope it does them justice.
After supper we were treated to a slide show
of the Bodleys’ recent holiday to South Africa.
I had barely taken my first sip of tea on the
Saturday morning when a message from
Martin Cade, the warden, reported that one of
the Rose-coloured Starlings had been spotted
by the Bill (Portland, not Francis) so a group
of us set off to find it. Near the cafe was a
chap making the military “Assemble here”
sign, so we did. He turned out to be a
passing bird watcher who made the sign just
on the off-chance that someone recognised
its meaning. The bird in question was in a
flock of over a hundred vulgar Starlings which
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restlessly fed and flew about in typical Starling fashion. The Rose-coloured Starling
was a juvenile, somewhat smaller and lighter brown than the vulgar juveniles but it was
difficult to follow as the flock was constantly on the move and, if one lost sight of it as
the flock suddenly lifted, it was difficult to pinpoint again. Martin was taking photographs
from the other side of the flock, and it was educational to be able to study the detail of
the bird later. There is a limit to how much trouble one can be in with the staff before
going hungry, even for a life-time tick, so after 10 minutes, or was it 20, we hurried back,
with abject apologies to the cooks for being late for breakfast.
After breakfast we went for the traditional walk round the Bill. At the little quarry by the
Observatory were 2 bird watchers who seemed extremely defensive about what they
were watching and who gave the very strong impression that they wanted us to go
away. The Little Owls were back! The owls used to be a regular feature of this quarry
but it seems they had been scared off by some kids playing in the quarry, and we hadn’t
seen them for 3 years. The couple seemed to be very possessive and obviously
considered us in the same light as the kids. Perhaps because of the wind there were
few pipits or wagtails about but there was a handful of Wheatears. It was not a day for
sea-watching although the obelisk provided a modicum of shelter from the wind. At the
Qinetic compound near the lighthouse, a Stonechat and a Whinchat perched on the
barbed wire, obligingly close to allow a comparison. The cliffs on the western side of
Portland provided Kestrel and Peregrine and there were several finches about.
Returning to the Observatory by the path to the east of the main road there was hardly
anything to see - except for a lifeboat battling through the waves and flying the Irish
tricolour under the Union flag. Was this a hijack? Meanwhile, Jan was suffering from
the heavy bruising she got on holiday (from the boat, not me, honest) so she and Bill
(Francis, not Portland) had turned back from the Bill (Portland, not Francis) and
returned to the Observatory, so they got the Sooty Shearwater flying past that the rest
of us missed.
After lunch, some of us went to Lodmore. We met several people on the lookout for
Wryneck, including a chap who’d seen one on the path the previous day but, needless
to say, there were none on this day. Again, it was not the most successful visit I’ve had
there. There were a number of ducks, including the resident Mallard/domestic duck
hybrids scrounging for food, and a few Lapwings and gulls on the little islands, hunched
up against the wind. There was a Little Egret and a flock of Canada Geese in the
distance. Closer in were various wagtails. The Yellow Wags were easy but there was
much discussion as to whether there were more than 2 White Wagtails in among the
Pied Wags. Returning to Base Camp we couldn’t pass Radipole without calling in
again, but there was nothing new there.
After supper John Stewart-Smith entertained us with some of his photographs from his
holiday in New Zealand. Some months earlier he had given a talk to the Islay Natural
History Society on the subject. He had been devastated because, through no fault of
his own, the picture quality was lost when someone transferred them to another format
for the talk. It was lovely to see the pictures as they should be displayed.
On the Sunday, some opted to walk by Pennsylvania and Church Ope. Another group
of us including Bill (Francis, not Portland) returned to the Bill (Portland, not Francis).
Again, presumably because of the wind, there was not a lot about but I managed to add
Oystercatcher and Turnstone to my list.
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Most people find they can’t visit the Observatory without looking into the little bookshop
attached to it. More stock has been added since my last visit, to the point that if any
more is added there will be no room for customers. Now that would be a way to resist
the temptation to spend a fortune. Of course it was pure coincidence that they had an
old print of a Rose-coloured Starling on display.
My tally for the weekend was 57 species though I know a number of people did better
than that. We failed the Kitchen Wall Challenge 06: the line of bottles did not extend all
the way along the edge of the inner wall. Are we heeding Government warnings on
binge drinking or were we just not trying hard enough? There’s always this year to try
again. As ever, thanks go to the Bodleys and to Val Kersley for all the effort they put in
to make the weekend the great success it always is, and to Bill (both of them) for being
there.

Stock Doves
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A Portugese interlude
By Dick Yates
In September this year I spent a few days with friends in the Algarve. This was not a
birding holiday, but I did get a half day at Quinta do Lago (or 5 lagers), a few hours at
the Alvor Estuary and spent a few hours wandering around the resort of Vilamoura
where we stayed. Although birding time was short I still caught up with some nice birds.
Vilamoura is a typical Algarve tourist centre, a very pleasant marina, good eateries and
plenty of sangria and sun. We chose the second week in September to ensure that
both UK and continental schools had restarted and to avoid the hottest time of year.
We drove to Quinta do Lago via Almancil and then ducking down to drive through the
highly priced residential area of Vale do Lobo before arriving at Quinta do Lago. As we
drove past innumerable luxury villas a party of Azure-winged Magpies foraged on the
immaculately trimmed verges and Blackbirds and House Sparrows went about their
business in the shrubs and roadsides. You now have to pay to use the car park at
Q do L, but 7 euros didn’t seem excessive for the day, especially as the car was under a
shade cloth awning. The wooden walkway across the Ria Formosa is very well
constructed and makes an excellent vantage point to watch the birds feeding on the
mudflats. More by luck than judgement the tide was out so there was plenty of mud
exposed and the first stop, about 50m out we picked up Curlew Sandpiper, Dunlin,
Greenshank, Ringed Plover and Grey Heron. At our next stop we sighted Blacktailed Godwit, White Stork, Grey Plover, Redshank, Oystercatcher, Sanderling and
Whimbrel. Flying around we spotted Black-headed, Lesser Black-backed and
Yellow-legged Gull and Common and Caspian Tern. Just as we reached the café on
the far side a small group of Turnstone and several Kentish Plover were feeding on
the margins.
It was now 1100 so we headed for the café for morning coffee, only to be told that they
were only serving coffee at one table, already full, as the other 30 odd were set up for
lunch. “OK”, we said, “we will have something to eat”. “Lunch doesn’t start until 1230”
was the reply! And they wouldn’t be shifted. Fortunately, the people at the only table
overheard this bizarre conservation and budged up to let us in.
Over coffee we decided to return across the walkway and turn right and walk past the
golf course to the bird hide overlooking the ornamental lake. On the way we spotted
Barn Swallow, Goldfinch and Crested Lark and the lake was buzzing with activity.
Coot, Moorhen, Little and Great Crested Grebe were in evidence as were,
Cormorant, Little Egret and Grey Heron. As we were watching a group of Glossy
Ibis a pair of Purple Gallinule crept into view from amongst the reeds. They gave us
great views for about 10 minutes before disappearing back into the reeds. Excellent,
this was one of my target birds for this location; the other was Common Waxbill, which
never showed up. There were a few ducks around too, quite a lot of Mallard, about 12
Gadwall, a similar number Shoveler and a few Pochard. Finally, a pair of Whiskered
Tern flew round the lake for about 10 minutes, occasionally diving for a bite to eat. All
in all this was a very enjoyable few hours birding.
On another morning Daphne and I went to the Alvor Estuary, this is off the N125
between Portimao and Lagos and is where you find the Cruzinha Field Study and
Ringing Station. We missed it on the way down to the estuary but called in on the way
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Purple Gallinule
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out. The walk round the marshy area is very pleasant but nearly always windy. During
the walk we added Kestrel, Pied Flycatcher, Northern Wheatear, Stonechat,
Kingfisher, Greater Flamingo and Avocet to our trip list. Still no Common Waxbills!!
The Cruzinha Field Study Centre is run by A Rocha, an international Christian
conservation organisation and we spoke to Rachel and Will Simonson. Will is the
International Scientific Director of A Rocha and is seconded to A Rocha Portugal. We
could not stay long as the team were gathering for a farewell lunch for some students
who had been doing research work at the Centre, so after a welcome cup of coffee we
let them get on with their party in peace. If anyone is interested in the work of A Rocha
you can visit their website at www.arocha.org.
My other birding was done around the resort and proved to be surprisingly good. The
marina itself was a bit of an avicultural desert. But I did see a pair of Sandwich Terns
looking for a snack one day. Behind the marina is a pretty swept up complex of luxury
apartments and villas with an ornamental lake and a boardwalk all the way round, about
1k total I suppose. The lake and surrounding gardens, shrubs and lawns gave some
nice birds. The lake held Coot, Moorhen, Little Egret, Common Sandpiper and
Mallard while the gardens gave Goldfinch, Greenfinch, Robin, Fan-tailed Warbler,
Yellow Wagtail and several very well dressed Hoopoe. Beyond this complex was a
nature reserve, not easy to get into but there were tracks on the edge of the reeds and a
bridge crossed a bit of open water which proved to be the best vantage point. From
here I spotted Marsh Harrier, another pair of Purple Gallinule, Little Grebe and Grey
Heron. But my favourite moment was when I was standing close to the ornamental
lake watching the Yellow Wags while a group of Red-rumped Swallows hawked for
insects all around me. They passed by at about waist height and no more than 2 feet
from me, this went on for about 15 minutes until they moved off - quite magical.
We had a very pleasant week with non-birding friends and snatched a few well
worthwhile hours of birding without upsetting anyone. A total of 60 species for the
week.

LOG IN AND LOG YOUR BIRDS WITH BIRDTRACK
Mark Grantham - BirdTrack Organiser
Making your birding really count for conservation is something that we should all strive
for. If you’ve gone to the effort of recording species and counts in your notebook, then
making this information more useful is the next step.
The BirdTrack online bird-recording project was launched at the British Birdwatching
Fair at Rutland Water in 2004. Since then, this year-round project has continued to
grow and develop, and we now have over 9,000 registered users.
BirdTrack really does help you to make the most of your birding and entering your
records enables us to monitor the fortunes of many of our common and not-so-common
birds. We can look at the arrival and departure of our migrants, and the ups and down
of our residents. All of this can be achieved by simply filling in bird lists!
One of the main things we can do with BirdTrack data is to produce trends for species
over time. Chiffchaffs are now regular wintering birds in the UK in small numbers, but
Figure 1 shows how the bulk of birds arrive at the start of March, with an autumn
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migration peak towards the end of September. Of more importance though is to note
how, since the start of BirdTrack in 2004, the arrival date of birds has become much
later, and the difference between 2004 and 2006 is actually just over two weeks.
Should we also be worried by the fact that Chiffchaff were recorded on 15% fewer lists
in 2006 than in 2004? Only more lists will help us to answer some of these questions.

Figure 1. The proportion of BirdTrack lists that include Chiffchaff from 2004-2006
This decrease in the proportion of lists, including Chiffchaff, tallies quite well with recent
results from the Breeding Bird Survey and the Constant Effort Site ringing scheme.
Both of these surveys have shown a drop in the number of adults recorded in spring
2005, and it will be interesting to see how the results for 2006 look.
BirdTrack is also the ideal medium to collect data for several more specific projects
nationally. Recently, data from BirdTrack recorders has been fed into projects such as
the RSPB Marsh Harrier Survey, the BTO/EN/RSPB Woodlark and Dartford Warbler
survey and more recently for the ongoing winter warbler survey. Greg Conway from the
BTO is carrying out research in to the status, movements and behaviour of wintering
warblers, focusing on Chiffchaff, Blackcap, Cetti’s Warbler and Goldcrest. In the first
winter of the survey BirdTrack recorders submitted over 7,000 records of these species!
Your BirdTrack records are not only useful nationally, but also at a more local level.
With your agreement, your records can be downloaded by county bird recorders,
making them available for inclusion in county avifaunas and annual bird reports. For
many smaller or more isolated counties, your records can really make a difference.
New facilities on the site include allowing you to produce a list of all species recorded by
BirdTrack recorders in a specified 10km square. If you enter the square covering Cley
in Norfolk or Minsmere in Suffolk you’ll get a list of over 260 species, but if you select
more remote squares in Scotland the lists will be much shorter. So whether you walk to
work and see the same few species every day, make a weekly visit to your local
reserve, or undertake a one-off expedition to a remote corner of the UK, all of this
information is more useful than you’d imagine.
To start recording, just go to www.birdtrack.net and register.
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PHOTO COMPETITION WINNER - BEST NOVELTY PHOTO

Bill Francis - Sparrowhawk on Nut feeder

Willow Warbler by John Stewart-Smith – Sanda 2006

